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the administration of public af
fairs to be in the hands of those
who at times forget that the people are supreme.
Better farming has meant a
better rank and file of citizenship
in all other states - it will mean
the same here.
--

Will King came downfiom

Ra--

'

ton Sunday to visit his brother
Wm. G. Johnson and family and look after property inter-ert- s
here. Will is prospering at
Raton and thinks he will make it
his permanent home.
ki-la-

The Roy Company who own
the fine big German Coach Stallion 'Appolonius"No. 3357 have
ordered Bills advertising him
printed at this office with a true
picture of the horse
and
to attract attention to it. We
make a specialty of these bills
and urge horsemen to see us
life-lik-

e

ut

their season's advertising.

No9

St Patrick's Ball

meet tne Saturday crowds until
2, P. M. when they will give the
lectures in the Schoolhouse
and it is especially urged that nil
arrange to come to town and
plan to attend this meeting.
. Saturday evening they will go
to Mt. Olive and address the people of that community in the
evening, returning to Roy to
spend Sunday'
The people of Pleasant View
The Monday meetings will be District are united in a vote of
divided between Solano and Mos- thanks to the Primrose Progres
quero under the arrangements sive Circle , and the Goodman
of the local committees,
Mercantile Co. for donations of
S-We especially urge all
$2.50 each toward the price of
readers to attend these meetings the bell for their school house.
and e;et all the good there is in They are very properly proSd of
them. This is a part of the move- their new school in a moden.
ment now in progress all over building.
the U. S. This is OUR part of it
It means better thinking, better G. Buechlerand wife and little
farming, better citizens, better child from North Dakota, arrived
education and as a result better here Saturday of last week and
political conditions. It means are the guests of Miss Olga Nel-sethat the people who produce the
They were enroute to Caliwealth of the country as we'l us fornia and stopped off at French
the necessities of life are being and drove down here.
Mr.
to
own
come
into
ureed
their
Buechler is frankly surprised at
and assume the duties of citizen- the country and says its a reveal-atio- n
ship of an enlightened nation
to him. Miss Nelson is
rather than allow the advanced better and looking forward lo
thinking to be done oy a few and complete restoration to health.

'

,

,

tainments ever held in this community notep for its public spirit
The boys of the neighborhood
saw to it that the town boys who
attended paid well for the privilege of eating supper with the
girls and the town boys were
game to their last nickle. Wm,
G. Johnson went out with the
town crowd and officiated as auc
tioneer.

Owing to weather couditions and other unforeseen events
it has been found necessary to alter the above plans to
meet the conditions, Plans will be announced as made.

The movement started recently
to build a cinder path from the
end of the walks at the Telephone
office to the Christian Church received substantial encouragement
when the Union Sunday School
voted at the last session to donate
$5.00 from the, General School
funds to the cause. Permission
has been obtained from the Ry,
Co. to get the ashes from the
R. R. cinder pile and all that remains to be done is to haul them
and build the" path, There are
many other places in town which
need cinder paths and the recent
snow rain and mud pointed them
out in an unmistakeable manner.

mi--

The Masquerade Ball given by
The Box Supper out at Pleasant View Saturday night netted the Roy Band at the 1. 0. O. F.
about $62.00 and proved to be Hall Wednesday evening was in
oneoftde most pleasing enter- every way a success. The attend-

Presented by People who Devote Their
Lives to the Cause of
Better Farming
Mr. M. R. Gonzales, U. S.
Government Expert and teacher
of the. Science of Agriculture,
who has headquarters at Las
Vegas and is sent here to assist
in the developement of farming
in San M:guel and Mora Count
ies, arrived in koy Wednesday
and has been busy since in getting
acquainted with the people meth
He
ods and conditions here.
expresses genuine surprise at
the advancement we have made
in the few years since settlement
began on this mesa and nothing
in the way of farming methods
successes or failures is escaping
his close attention.
Mr. Gonzales has spent much
of his life in acquiring an education. He has spent four years
in an Old Mexico City college
perfecting him self in the Spanish
language in addition to a complete
College course in the U. S. and
he is eminently fitterVb.v instinct
and iraiaing to teach intelligently no matter what kind of an audience he has. The time spent
here by him will b? most profitable to those who meet him.
The arrangements for the Lec
turing party from the State Ag
ricultural College are as follows.
They will arrive at Roy Friday
on the morning train and their
first meeting will be at Pleasant
View at 2;30 P. M. from there
they will go to Liberty School
house and hold an evening meeting. Returning to Roy they will

1
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And With Firmness In The Right''

At Pleasant View

The Best in State, Corporate and National Learning
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Agricultural Education

M

ance was large in fact crowded
and there were many costumes
appropriate to the occasion, both
pretty and exaggerated. St.
Patrick could but ,feel flattered
at the deference shown him not
only at the ball but on the streec
all day. The luncheon served by
the ladies was especially elabor
ate and t.ie only annoyance was
the mud which was inevitably
tracked in and over the floor '
which made dancing lather diffi
cult,
The Band Boys are to be congratulated upon the success of
this their first social event and
we hope they will continue to the
limit that the people of Roy will
back them in their efforts to put
our town in the class of the better
towns of the state.
,

Leyinus DeSmet was in town
Wednesday. He had been branding some cattle for T. E. Mitchell at the Roy correl at Chicosa.
thatch e has not
been to town, in mouths before
and we had him and his brother
mixed in last weeks paper.
rlHe-assureát-

rs

preached a good
sermon at the church Sunday
evening. He had driven his Ford
car to Mosquero and then here
and preached three sermons that
For School Director
day which is only an ordinary
days work for this strenuous
candi-'
I ha ve consented to be a
little Dominie. He is pleasing
Dioffice
School
of
date for the
all the people where he preaches
rector for District No 33, Roy N. and we congratulate the churchM. at the School Election at Roy es here upon having acquired'
on the first Tuesday in April 'IS him.
subject to the approval of the voters of said District.
Lawrrence Butler made a most
REMIGIO LOPEZ gratifying record for the new
Buick car at the Brown Garage
Johnnie Felton, of Mills, at- last week. He took a load of wittended the ball here Wednesday nesses over to Clayton oyer decidedly b"d roads in remarkably
evening,
good time and returned them
Adolfo Montoya has purchas- safely. 90 miles of deep mud,
ed the relinquishment on the six snow and slush is a test for any
Section State land lease hereto- form of transportation and the
fore held by F. A. Roy in Twp. auto at its present stage of
is one of the blessings
22N. Rng 26E and adjoining the
Mitchell Township pasture on humanity has waited thruout all
the Jaritas. It is all under time to accomplish and enjoy..
fence and located in the finest
part of the mesa. "Dolph" has a J. Floersheim has built a woherd of some 250 head of cattle ven wire fence about an acre of
and owns a fine winter pasture on land at his residence. The fence
Red River. This gives him am- is 8 feet high and will turn everyple summer pasture and he can thing but the' wind. It is atnow double his herd and have tractive as well as a decided imthem under fence so that he will provement to his already fine
residence.
be on easy street hereafter,
Rev. Ford
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" The Story of Sarah"
"The Ship of Drama"
Etc.
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plagued stuck on the life over here,
he'll think I must be tew."
But, though Havens had to wait for
the return of the man who had gone
off duty yesterday morning, still Abe
had not put in an appearance when
Samuel and the life saver trudged
down the trail through the woods of
the bay. As he stepped Into the
scooter Samuel's conscience at last
began to prick him.
"Yew sure the men will look arter
the old fellow well an' .not let him
overdew?"
But the whizz of the flight had al
ready begun and the scooter's nose
was set toward Twin Coves, her sail
skimming ewiftly with the ring of the
steel against the ice over the shining
surface of the bay.
"Law, yes," Samuel eased his con
science; "of course they will. They
couldn't hurt him, anyhow. I never
seen anybody take so kindly ter hard- enin' as that air Abe."

him a hot lemonade with a stick of
ginger in it!
,
If only he had hold of Abe Rose nowl
to tell him his opinion of him! Well,
he reflected, you have to summer and!
winter with a person before you cam
know them. This oe December day
and night with Abe had been equal to
the revelations of a dozen seasons
The next time Samuel tried to do good
to anybody more than slxty-flvhe'd
know it The next time he waa persuaded into leaving his wife for over
night, he'd know that, too. Variou
manuals for the young husband, which
he had consulted, to the contrary notwithstanding, the place for a married
man was at home.
Samuel sat down on a fallen tree
which marked- the half-wapoint between his place and the bay. The last
half of the journey would seem shorter, and, at the end, there would be
Blosey smiling a welcome, for he
never doubted but that Blossy would
be glad to see him. She thought a
good deal of him, nor had she been
especially anxious for that week of
separation.
His face smoothed its troubled
frowns into a Jook of shining anticipationthe look that Samuel's face had
worn when first he ushered Blossy
into his tidy little home and murmured
huskily:
"Mis' Darby, you're master o the
vessel naow; I'm jest fo'castle hand."
Forgetting all his aches, his pains,
his resentments, Samuel took a peppermint lozenge out of his pocket,
rolled It under his tongue, and walked
on. Presently, as he saw the light of
the clearing through the trees, he
broke into a run an old man's trot-t- hus
proving conclusively that hie
worry of lumbago and chilblains had
been merely a wrongly diagnosed case
'
of homesickness.
He grinned as he pictured Abe's dismay on returning to the station to
find him gone.
Still, he reflected,
maybe Abe would have a better time
alone with the young fellows; he had
grown so plagued young himself all of
a sudden. Samuel surely need not
worry about, him.
grew
More and more
Samuel's face, until a sociable rabbit,
peeping at him from behind a bush,
decided to run a race with the old
gentleman, and hopped fearlessly out
into the open.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
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Continued.
"Good-night,-

!"
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tlme-chrunk-

"Good-mornin-

"Good-mornin-

g,

CHAPTER XVII.
The Deserter.
station was wide awake
and everybody out of bed. Samuel
crept downstairs in his stocking feet,
his boots in his hand, his eyes heavy
with sleeplessness, and his wig awry.
He shivered as he drew close to the
fire, and asked in one breath for a
prescription for chilblains and where
might Abe be. Abe's lounge was
empty and his blankets neatly folded
upon It.
The sunrise patrol from the east,
who had just returned, made reply
that he had met Captain Abe walking
along the eurf to get up an appetite
for his griddlecakes and salt pork;
Samuel sat down suddenly on the
lounge and opened his mouth.
"Didn't he have enough exercise
yist'day, for marcy's sake! Put nigh
killed me. I was that tired las'; night
I couldn't sleep a wink. I declar', ef
'twan't fer that fool newspaper
out ternight I'd go home
Yer
acrost, hain't yer,
Havens?"
Havens laughed in response. Samuel glowered at him.
"I want home comforts back," he
vowed sullenly.
"The beach hain't
what it used ter be. Goin' on a picnic with Abe Rose is like settin' yer
stove lid covered
teeth into a cast-iro- n
with a thin layer o' puddin'. I'm
home."
The keeper assured him that no one
would attempt to detain him if he
found the station uncomfortable, and
that if he preferred to leave Abraham
behind the whole force would take
pleasure in entertaining the more
'
active old man.
"That old feller bates a phonograph," affirmed the Irishman. "It's
good ter hear that he'll be left anyhow for comp'ny with this storm
up."
Samuel rushed to the" window, for
upstairs the panes had been too frosty
for him to see out A storm coming
up? The beach did look gray and desolate,
in thó dull light of
the early day, with the winter-killegrass and the stunted green growth of
cedar and holly and pine only making
splotches of darkness under a gray
sky which was filled with scurrying
clouds. The wind, too, had risen, during the night, and the increased roar
of the surf was telling of foul weather
at sea.
A storm threatening! And the pleasant prospect of being shut in at the
beach with the cast-IroAbraham and
these husky
for the remainder of the winter! No doubt Abe
would insist upon helping the men
with the double duties imposed by
thick weather, and drag Samuel out
i
on patrol.
"When dew yew start, Havens?",
demanded Samuel in shaking tones.
"Le's get off afore Abe gits back an'
tries ter hold me. He seems ter be so
At dawn the

ter-da-

n'

,

.

dun-colore-

d

d

n

life-save-rs

y.

Samuel's Welcome.
The shore at Twin Coves was a
somewhat lonely spot, owing to
stretches of marshland and a sweep of
pine wood that reached almost to the
edge of the water.
Samuel, however, having indicated
that he wished to be landed at the foot
of a path through the pines, found
himself on the home shore scarcely
ten minutes after he had left Bleak
Hill Havens already speeding toward
his home some miles to the eastward,
the bay seemingly deserted except for
his sail, a high wind blowing, and the
enow beginning to fall In scattered
flakes.

Samuel picked up his grip, trudged
through the heavy sand of the narrow beach, and entered the
pine wood. He was stiff with
cold after the rough, swift voyage; his
feet alone were hot burning hot with
chilblains. Away down in his heart he
was uneasy lest some harm should
come to Abe and the old man be
caught in the approaching storm on
the beach. But, oh, wasn't he glad to
'
be home!
His house was still half a mile
away; but he was once more on good,
'
solid, dry land.
"I'll tell Blossy haow that air Abe
Rose behaved," he reassured himself,
when he pictured his wife's astonished and perhaps reproachful greeting, "an then she won't wonder that
I had ter quit him an' come back."
He recollected that Angy would be
there, and hoped fervently that she
might not prove so strenuous a charge
as Abraham. Moreover, he hoped that
she would not so absorb Blossy's attention as to preclude a wifely ministering to his aching feet and the application of "St. Jerushy He" to his lame
and sore back.
The torture of the feet and back
made walking harder, too, than he had
believed possible with the prospect of
relief eo near. As he limped along he
was forced to pause every now and
again and set down the carpetbag,
sometimes to rub his back, sometimes
to seat himself on a stump and nurse
for a few moments one of those
feet. Could he have
made any progress at all if he had
not known that at home, no matter if
there was company, there would at
least be no Abe Rose to keep him going, to spur him on to unwelcome
action, to force him to prove himself
out of éfceer
tfcb equal, if
not the ' superior, in masculine
strength?
Aba hká led him that ehaae over
at Che station, Samuel was convinced,
to punish him for having
so soundly berated him when he lay
s
abed. That was all the thanks you
ever got for. doing things for "some
folks."
Samuel hobbled onward, his brow
knit with angry resentment. Did ever
a half-milseem 6o long, and had he
uctually, been only twenty-threhours
Jrom home and Blossy? Oh, oh! his
Sack and his feet! Oh, the weight of
that bag! How much he needed sleep!
How good it would bs to have Blossy
tuck him under the covers, and give

sweet-smellin- g

good-nature- d

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

MADE UP OF SMALL THINGS
Even the Most Insignificant Words
and Acts May Be Productive of
Joy or the Reverse.
,

A wild bird's song is a little thing
lost in the deeps of a frowning sky.
And yet as it falls on a listening
ear and leaves its message of melody,
'

earth's green seems brighter and

Ufe

sweeter, all through an autumn day.
gless
The coo of a babe is a little
sound from a vacant
mind.
But 'tis the only sound that all nations heed; the one clear language all
1b

thing-meanin-

races know.
A mother's love Is
soon, alas, forgot

demo-

a little thing toa

But it typifies to blind humankind
the love and trust and hope divine

n-possessed

that bear with patience calm and

sweet the wilful wrongs in these Uvea
of ours.
A passing smile is a little thing-l-ost
in a world of toil and care.
And yet the soul with gloom' oppressed and the life grown wearied
with burdens hard will happier be in
of a smile that is
the after-glowarmly kind.
A kindly word Is a little thing a
breath that goes and a sound that
,
dies.
But the heart that gives and the
heart that hears may know that it
sings and sings and sings till at last
It blends with the wild bird's song,
and the coo of babes in what men call
the celestial choir. Utica Saturday

self-respe-

e

e

y

-

t,

The keeper went into the office with
a somewhat hurried
"
and
Boon Abe found himself alone again,
the light in the kitchen beyond, no
sound in the room save that oí the
booming of the eurf, the rattling of
the windows, and now and again the
fall of a clinker in the stove.
The old man was surprised to find
that he could not fall back into that
blissful slumber again. Not sleeping,
he had to think. He thought and
thought sober night thoughts while
the oysters "laid like a log in bis
etummick" and the coffee seemed to
stir his brain to greater activity.
"Suppose," said the intoxicated
brain, , "another big storm should
swoop down upon you and the bay
ehould break up, and you and Samuel
should be imprisoned on the beach for
two or three months with a handful
of
"Moo! Moo!" roared the breakers
on the shore. "Serve you right for
finding fault with the sisters!"
Come to think of it, if he had not
been so ungracious of Miss Abigail's
concern for him, he would now be in
possession of a hop pillow to lull him
back to sleep. Well, he had made hie
bed, and he would have to He on it,
although it was a hard old carpet-coverelounge. Having no hop pillow,
he would count sheep
One sheep going over the fence, two
eheep, three
How tired he was!
How his bones ached! It'e no use
talking, you can't make an old dog do
the tricks of hi3 puppy days. What
an idiot he had been to climb that
practise-mast- !
If he had fallen and
broken his leg?
Four sheep. Maybe he was too old
for gallivanting, after all. Maybe he
was too old for anything except Just
to be "mollycoddled" by thoughtful
old ladies. Now, be honest with yourself, Abe. Did you enjoy yourself today no,, yesterday? Did you? Well,
yes and no! Now, if Angy had been
along!
Angy! That was why he could not
go to sleep! He had forgotten to kiss
her good-by- !
Wonder if she had noticed it? Wonder if she had missed
him more otí account of that neglect?
Pshaw! What nonsense! Angy knew
he wa'n't no hand at kissin', and' it
was apt to give him rheumatism to
bend down so far as, her sweet old
mouth.
He turned to the wall at the side of
the narrow lounge, to the emptiness
where her pillow should be. "Goodnight, mother," he muttered huskily.
Mother did not answer for the first
time in nights beyond the counting.
Mother would not be there to answer
for at least six nights to come. A
week, thought this old man, as the
other old man had reflected a few
hours before, is a long time when owi
has passed his threescore years and
ten, and with each day sees the shadows growing longer.
Abraham put out his hard
hand and touched in thought
his wife's pillow, as if to, persuade
himself that she was really there In
her place beside him. He remembered
(when first he had actually touched her
men-folks-

pillow to convince himself that she
was really there, too awed and too
happy to believe that his youth's
dream had come true; and he remembered now how his gentle, strong
hand had crept along the linen until
it cupped itself around her cheek; and
he had felt the cheek grow hot with
blushes in the darkness. She had not
been "mother" then; she had been
"dearest!" Would she think that he
was growing childish if he should call
her "dearest" now.
Smiling to himself, he concluded
that he would try the effect of the tender term when he reached home again.
He drew his hand back, whispering
once more, 'JGood-nighmother."
Then he fancied he could, hear her say
in her soft, reassuring tone, "Goodnight, father."
Father turned his
back on the empty wall, praying with
a sudden rush of passionate love that
when the last call should come for
him, it would be after he had said
"Good-nighmother," to Angy and
faafter she had said "Good-nighther," to him, and that they might
wake somewhere, somehow, together
with God, saying,
mother,"
father!"
And "Fair Is the day!"
t,

LOUISE FORSSLUND

CHAPTER XVI

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Globe.
No man can learn patience except
by going out into the hurly-burlworld and taking life hi he finds it
Beecher.

'

y

THE

J.

SPANISH-AMEE1.1A-

The members of the Roy Band
Church Directory
to
wish to express their thanks
SPANISH AMERICAN the ladies of Roy who so kindly
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Registered August 27. 1912,
assisted in serving the lunch at
the St. Patrick's Ball. We hope Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
Irvin Ogden, Sr. .
Your
tobe able to return the compli- at Christian Churcn.
Editor- arjd Publisher
presence is necessary.
ment in the near future
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,
Subicription $1.50 Per Year
Rospectfully'
matter at
The Roy Band
Entered as second-clas- s
the poutoffice in Roy. N. M.
CATHOLIC
Mrs. I. C, Floérsheimof Spring
Mass once each month at the
J.
visiting
parental
is
family
at
the
er
your
of
Catholic Church. Dates announcIf a member
other
obituwith
and
home
Floersheim
the
you
print
ed in advance.
died, would
week.
Roy
in
friends
this
a
picture
or
billboard
a
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
ary on
Priest in charge,
show curtain? If your wife en
actertained, would you send an
That Roy is rapidly becoming
proa trade Center is fu rther evidenccount of it to the theatre
BAPTIST
ento
were
you
loads
ed by the fact that four car
gram man? If
First Sunday in each month.
'
you
would
(way freight)
business'
your
of merchandise
large
7.30, P. M.
Service 11 A. M.,
advertise in a hotel register? If loaded here Friday for points up
Rev. R. A. Price , Pastor.
you were going to have a wed- and down the line. We send out
ding in your family would you an average of a car a day regularget out a hand bill? You would ly and the Travelling Auditor of
want such items in a newspaper, the road, who was here this week
O WHearn, Elder
wouldn't you? Then why don't states that more local freight is Rev
fourth Lord's Day of
Services
you put your advertisement in a handled on this Dawson Division
at 11 A.M. and
month
each
Every man who than on any'other of the five dinewspaper?
8 P.M. Lord's Supper at
Morning Service.
uses a billboard is adding to na- visions including El Paso and
newspapers
Tucson. And be it remembered
ture faking. The
Methodist Episcopal
build your town.
this is but a beginning of what
Service at Roy 3rd. Sunday of each
weare yet to be.

Lodge Directory
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Homestead Lodge, No. 46
i. o. o: f.
Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
Vlsitinif members always welcome
Wen. Q. Johnson

M. D .Glbbs.

Harmony Rebekah

LodfieNo.24,

i
month 7:30.
Sun.7:3p.m
11
a. m. 4th
Mrs. Hines, formerly Thelma Milla 1st Sun.
Solano 2nd And 4th Sundays 3 p.m.
Eubanks, of Dawson accampani-e- d Mosquero 2nd and 4th Snndays 11 a.m.
Jay Bradley to Roy Tuesday
Rev. S. L FORD, Peitor.

and remained for the St. Pat
rick's Ball returning home Thurs
day. Mr." Bradley went to Tu
cumcari

satisfaction you will enjoy when

by Mr Silas

come.
Mrs. Emilia Kitchell,

Miss. Blanche

J. Floersheim returned Thursday from his Auto trip in Union
County.

Some of his experi-

ences are funny when he tells
then).

Sécy.

Modern Woodmen
of America

CampNo.14361

Professional Cards

J.B. Lusk,
Attorney

Given all Business Entrusted

F. O. WHITE

Kilmur-ray- ,

--

The rigid Quarantine now
maintained renders it an impossi
bility to ship anything in the
way of livestock or hay into or
out of New Mexico. You cau't
even take a dog or chicken across
the line either wav and a bale of
hay or even a barrel of dishes
packed in hay must be inspected
and disinfected before it can
come in. Still this with what
clean, healthy cattle we have is
better than to have our herds in
fected with the dread Foot and
Mouth Disease.

Kitchell,

N. G.

Prompt and Careful Attention

Col.

of Raton went to Tucumcari
you can pick your tomatoes fresh where, we are told they will be
from the viné, when you can gath-- " married and then goon to ElPaso
er your peas and snaps and onions on a bridal tour. We are afraid
'
' will prove ample reward.
to make it any stronger at present
.
Dean Watts of the Pe.insylvan-- as it is hard to believe but- - well
ia state college has given th
a lucky cuss.

eousewife something to ponder.
Speaking before the Philadelphia
grange, he asserted that the use
of more vegetables at the family
table was not only a necessity to
lower the high cost of living, but
that it wouid prevent1 illness and
would greatly reduce doctor's
bills.

ofR.

at Law,

Miss Bell Van Horn, who has
have their gardens on the roof been visiting her mother . Mrs
tops and prosper.
Henry Stone out at the Ranch
Raise your own vegetables, if came in Wednesdav and attended
your back yard is no larger than the ball and Thursday she, ac

aspare bedroom. The eminent companied

D.

Meets in L O. O. F. Hall? Roy, N. M.
1st. and 8d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always wel-

Christian

The fascinating season of
planting is coming before many
moons. Nature smiles bewitch-ing- ly
and seems to ask why worry about the high cost of living.
The ground is waiting. Vegetable
sfip.ds are cheau.
Little effort is
required to grow a garden.
Some people in crowded cities

Secretary.

Noble Grand.

he's

MILLS

NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONEER
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

Satisfaction

G't'n'fd

to me.

New, Meyico,

Rcy,

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon

F. H. FOSTER

United States
CV tnmissioner
FILINGS- - CONTESTS

PROOFS

Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry. '

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
,

ROY, NEW MEXICO

ETC.
Mrs. Porter, of Solano, took
3
advantage of the trains to come Office with
H.
M.
KOCH
New Méx.
:
to Roy Thursday and do some Roy,
Licensed Embalmer
shopping between trains. The
Funeral Director
new time table makes it very con
TUCUMCAR!. N. M.
:
PHONE 116
veniént for Solano and Mosquero
people to come to town and get
United States
home the same day.
Land Commissioner
Mr. Porter is in charge of the
A. S. HANSON
Solano pumping plant for the E-ROY, N. M.
Notary Public
Ry. They planto have
&
Legal documents and papers
an Auto. this summer to spend
acknowledged.
Filing's. Contests and Proofs.
the evenings with.
Careful and competent services renNEW MEXICO
ROY,
dered m all land matters.'
The ladies of the 500 Club met
at the home of Mrs. A. L. Collins
r. N. Nutter,
O. H, Kerns,
Saturday, March 13th, and .were
Nutter-Kern- s
delightfully entertained.
The members of the Club g ath
Notary Public
ered precisely at 2 o'clock, the
game of 500 was played and the
Business entrusted to
afternoon was spent most enjoy-ablour care will receive
?
Mrs. G. Kitchell held the
prompt and careful athighest score, while Mrs. Wilcox Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
tention.
held the lowest. A most temptness and care in all matters.
Nutter-Kern- s
ing and refreshing luncheon was
Optimistic Thoujjht.
Real Estate Co,
served by the hostess. The next
A true genius may be known by thia
meeting of the 500 Club will take sign,
N. M.
Roy,
that the dunces are all In con
place at tnehomeof Mrs. W. H. fefleracy against him.
Spanish-America-

1

'

W. H. WILLCOXi

S-W-

,.

J. fLOERSHEIM

Realty, Co.

y.

Wilcox.
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LOOK AT

April
Annual Meeting Southwest
ern New Mexico Cattle urowers As
2-- 3.

sociation,

tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver eets sluggish; stomach
sour.
Look at the tongue, mother" If coat
ed, or yoifr child Is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because it is
perfectly harmless, and in a few hours
all this constipation poison; sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thor
ough "inside cleansing" is ofttlmes all
that Is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given in any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
bottle of
Ask at the store for a
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
full directions for babies, children of
plainly
all ages and for grown-up- s
Adv.
printed on the bottle.
Many a man and woman marry and
live happily ever after separating.
,

50-ce- nt

THE PROFESSOR'S STATEMENT.
Prof. Aug. F. W. Schmitz, Thomas,
writes: "I was troubled with
years.
Backache for about twenty-fivWhen told I had Bright's Disease in
its last stages, I

nitla..

e

f3

tried Dodd's Kid

-

-

Adv.

A model wife is one who Isn't
terned after a model.

pat

SAGE TEA AND SULPHUR
DARKENS YOUR GRAY HAIR
Look Years Younger! Try Grandma's
Recipe of Sage and Sulphur and
l

Nobody Will Know.

Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and Sulphur properly compound
ed. brings back the natural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
or gray; also ends dandruff, itching
Years
scalp and stops falling hair.
ago the only way to get this mixture
was to make it at home, which is
mussy and troublesome.
Nowadays we simply ask at any
drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and Sul
phur Hair Remedy." You will get a
large bottle for about 50 cents. Every
body uses this old, famous recipe, be
cause no one can possibly tell that
you darkened your hair, as It does it
so naturally and evenly. You dampen
a sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
One small strand at a time; by morn
ing the gray hair disappears, and
after another application or two, your
hair bromes beautifully dark, thick
and glossy and you look years younger,
'

-

.

Adv.

ination 13 disordered, look out!
If you don't try to fix your sick
kidneys, you may fall Into the
clutches of kidney trouble before
you know it. But if you live more
carefully and help your kidneys
with Doan's Kidney Pills, you can
stop the pains you have and avoid
future danger as well.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Santa Fó. A Legislature of twenty

members, which shall consider only
bills submitted to it by the governor
of the state, is provided for In a joint
resolution introduced in the House by
Mr. Bryant, Democrat, of Roosevelt
county. The resolution calls for the
amendment of Sections 3 and 5 of Article 4 of the Constitution and the pro
vision covering apportionment. It pro
vides that one senator and one repre
sentative shall be elected from each of
the eight Judicial districts and that
four representatives shall be elected
from the state at large. The governor
is given the right to introduce in ei
ther house not to exceed ten bills, and
with the exception of general appro
priation measures, these are the only
ones that can be considered. The res
olution also provides for the convening
of the Legislature ón the first Tues
day of July.
A joint resolution, introduced by
Judge Hewitt, seeks to amend Section
23 of Article 6 of the Constitution so
as to provide that bills shall go into
effect on dates named therein, and
when no dates are named, as soon as
passed and approved. The amendment
would do away with the necessity of
the familiar emergency clause.

A Colorado Case

.

26.

,

J. K. May,

818 Main
Sterling, Colo.,
says: "I was helpless
with pain in my back
and my limbs were
stiff and. sore.
I
couldn't sleep wen at
night and had to pass
the kidney secretions
too often. Soon after
using Doan's Kidney
Pills, I Improved and
gradually the pains
left. My kidneys are
now in good shape."

St.,

flM ñ
H--

e

Dau'i at

Cat

Any Store.

Box

SOe

DOAN'S- ViViV
CO-

FOSTER-MILBUR-

BUFFALO N. Y.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
They are

Cut out cathartics and Durratives.
jrutal, harsh, unnecessary, n

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. Act
gently on tne liver.
sliminate Due, ana
soothe the delicate
membrane of the
bowel. Lore
Constipation,

Carters
niTTLE
IIVER
I

PIUS.

Biliousness,

The Senate bill fixing the compen
sation of official court stenographers
was passed, in its amended form, by
the Senate.
Lots have been purchased in Deming, upon which the proposed new
creamery to be built in that city will
be located.
A jitney car service for Santa Fó is
the latest proposal of persons interest
ed in local transit, especially women
who go calling.
The state engineer of New Mexico
has let the contract for the building
of the Tucumcari bridge in Quay
county for. 83,239.
To mark the historical landmarks
in New Mexico with native boulders,
suitably inscribed, is hie purpose of a
bill by Mr. Doepp.
House Bill No. 357, which seeks to
provide Land Commissioner Ervien
with funds for publicity purposes
was passed by the House.
T. R. H. Smith is still in jail for
lack of bondsmen, though it is said
one has qualified for the full amount
The authorities insist upon having
three.
The appropriation bill introduced by
the finance committees of the Senate
and House totals about $825,000 - for
salaries of officials and maintaining
state institutions.
The House passed H. B. 196 by Mar
tinez and Trujillo, which provides for
the erection at Santa Fé of the New
Mexico building at San Diego, a replica
of the mission church at Acoma.
'
It is reported from Washington that
Hon. Harvey B. Fergusson, late congressman from New Mexico, has become private secretary of William
Jennings Bryan, secretary of state.
The mule tramway built to handle
the zinc concentrates from the Empire Zinc company's mines at Cleveland, in the Pinos Altos district, to the
Santa Fé railway, near Silver City is
practically completed.
New Mexico Military Ipstitute won
the rifle shooting championship of the
"military
of the country
schools
at Washington, having won all
of the seven matches and concluded the series with a percentage o(
96.7 for the grand aggregate.
-

ney Pills. After
using two boxes I
was somewhat relieved and I stop
ped the treatment.
In the spring of
the next year I
had another atProf. Scnmltz.
tack. I went for
Dodd's Kidney Pills and they relieved
me again.1 I used three boxes. That
is now tnree years ago and my Back
ache has not returned in its severity,
and by using another two boxes a lit
tle later on, the pain left altogether
and I have had no trouble since. You
may use my statement. I recommend
Dodd's Kidney Pills when and wher
ever I can." Dodd's Kidney Pills, 50c,
per box at your dealer or Dodd's Mediine Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

at Silver City.

Alamogordo fruit growers are to or
ganize an association.
The House passed the tax commis
sion bill by a vote of 32 to 10.
The finishing touches are being put
on the municipal auditorium in Raton.
A Portland, Oregon, man has con
tracted with an Alamorogdo man for
50,000 cactus thorns.
Using .goats to clean up the waste
around the feed lots Is a new develop
ment in the Elida section.
The Bursum tax commission bill
and the Hawkins mine tax measure
were passed by the Senate.
George Gilliland, a rancher in the
San Andreas mountains, lost 930 head
of goats in a recent coldwet spell.
The Garden City Sugar and Land
Company will contract for sugar beets
In the Maxwell district at 1914 prices.
A resolution demanding that a pro
hibition resolution be resurrected
from committee was tabled 25 to 17.
A committee was appointed to in'
vestigate the retention of $3,500 in
fees by the secretary of state's office
The total number of bills passed by
both Houses of the Legislature and
sent to the governor up to the 9th was

a sick child

stand backache, or headache, or
dizziness. But if, in addition, ur

R

Governor Would Introduce Bills Under
Provisions of Proposed Constitutional Amendment.

West am Newspaper Union News Service.
DATES FOR COMINO EVENTS.'

give "California Syrup
of Figs"
A laxative today saves

TWENTY-MEMBE-

PEOPLE

If cro?s, feverish, constipated,

You may be brave enough to

BODY PLAN OF
REPRESENTATIVE BRYANT.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

CHlLffSJOHGUE

It's Foolish to Suffer

Charitable Institutions Appropriations.
Santa Fé. Senate Bill No. 142, a
separate appropriation measure for the
benefit of charitable institutions and
hospitals, for which appropriations
were made by the Legislative Assem
bly of 1909, was passed by the Senate
under suspension of the rules. The
bill makes the following annual appropriations for the various institutions,
for the fourth and fifth fiscal years:
St. Vincent's hospital, Santa Fé, $3,G00:
Grant County hospital, Silver
City, $1,800; Sisters of Mercy hospi
tal, Silver City, $1,800; Ladies' hospi
tal. Silver City, $1.800; Eddy County
hospital, Carlsbad, $1,800; Sisters' hos
pital, Albuquerque, $2,400; Relief Soci
ety. Las Veeas. $3.000: Gallup hospi
tal, Gallup, $2,000; St. Mary's hospi
tal, Roswell, $1,800; Sisters of Loretto,
Mora. $1.000: Sisters of Loretto, La3
Cruces, $1,000; New Mexico orphans'
school, Santa Fé, .$10,000.

c:b H...I.

rhit and Indiiíesfloil. ÉS millions fcnOW.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL YVAUU

Genuine must bear Signature

-

Teachers Fight Over Bank's Affairs.
Santa Fé The minute book of the
defunct First State Bank of Las Cruces, containing all the formal legal
records of the corporation, and regard
ed as invaluable evidence in the effort
to, substantiate charges against the
president and directors now under
bond, is missing. It was last seen in
the room where the hearing was held
at Las Cruces, just before the assault
by President T. R. H. Smith of .the
bank on Attorney Reed Holloman. Re
ceiver Clapp of the bank is conducting
a thorough investigation. A fistic en
counter occurred between President
George H. Ladd of the college and Pro
fessor R. H. Hare of the faculty, the
result, It is said, of the testimony ad
duced by both men at the hearing.
Bank President Held; Others Out.
Las Cruces. T. R. H. Smith, presi
dent of the defunct First State Bank,
was held by the sheriff's office, al

though he expressed confidence that
his bond of $15,000 would be furnished.
Smith was arrested in connection with
the bank's closing. Hugh Clary, R. Q.
Porter and W. N. Hager were arrested
on perjury charges, according to Sher
iff Felipe Lucero, who served the pa
pers. They were directors of the bank
Each, furnished $2.500 bond. -

Rheumatism
Just put a few drops of Sloan's
on the painful spot and the pain
etops.

.

It

is really wonderful

how quickly Sloan's acts. No
need to rub it in laid on lightly
it penetrates to the bone and
brings relief at once. Kills
rheumatic pain instantly.

Mr. Jame E. Alexander i of North
Rarpswell, Me., icritci: "Many strains
in my back and hips brought on rheumatism iu the sciatio per ve. I bad it so
bad one night when sitting in my chair,
that I had to Jump on my feet to get
relief. I at once applied your Liniment
to the affected part and in less then ten
minutes it was perfectly easy. I think
it is the best of all Linúnenta I have
ever used."

ma

SLOM'S
Kills Pain

At all dealers, 25c
Send four cent in stamps
TRIAL, BOTTLE

for a

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
DeptB.
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STUDENTS.
ALL
REPORTERS

rd

School Bo.
Mr.

Chm.
Sec.
member.

J. Floershiem

Mr. 0. H. Kerns
Mr. F. A. Roy

1

Prin.
Mrs. C.L. Russell 7th and 8th Grade.
Miss Shirley Nuttter 5th and 6th.
3rd and 4th.
Miss Grace Collins
Kitchell
Miss Blanche
1st Primary and 2nd Gr ade.
Primary
Miss Buelah Wright
Music
Miss May Gough

J. E. Russell

,

The followiog is a report of the
rollment from the different rooms
9th and 10th grade
7th and 8th grade
5th and 6th gradf
3rd and 4th grade
1st Primary and 2nd

Primary
Total

en.
10.

23.
22.
35.
44.
48.
184.

ATMOSPHERE
Prof. Johnson was up Monday
composed
Air
is
of several elements
morning giving the eighth grade some
campoynds,
and
Of these elements
special work.
there are four very important, invisible gases, They are riitrigen, oxygIrene Anderson tells ns that this is en, watar vapor, and carbonic acid.
e
her last week of school, as she is
The nitrogen and oxygen form about
papa.
with
her
to live
of the atmosphere, and of the
amount the gru.ln part is nitrogen.
Although air is invisible and comThe girls of the third grade planted some nasturtiums last Friday. They paratively light, it has an appreciable
are finding it difficult to wait for the weight. A cubic foot of it weighs only
about one and fouth ounces. Justas
plants to make their appearance.
weigh, of watar holds the oceans in
beds, the weight of air holds the
their
Soon time for the fust State Examiatmosphere to the earth But air is
nation, and how well we are prepared only
about 1 840th times as heavy aa
will be seeu wheh we look at the ques
water.
tions. ' .
The air is elastic, due to its being
gaseous. A light pleasure will squeeze
Part of the Composition which was it into less space and cause it to become
written by Leaetta Brockman has dis- denser, but upon the removal of pros
appeared from the hook and it is sup- sure it expands and becomes less dense.
posed to be burned.
Our school was honred by a visit
children
from
Grade
Pi of. M. R. Gonzales, of. Las
The Fifth and Sixth'
are enjoying reading Currents Events. Vegas and Prof. R. J. Trumbull of El
This little sehool paper is not only in Paso. Both gei.t'emen addressed all
the school in the Assembly room, and
tersting but is also very instructive.
Mr. Gonlales presented his plan for
algebra
"Nickle Club" which many pupils
the
grade
Two of theNinth
class have only eight pages of work sntend to become members of. We like
and they will be through the Elemen- his style very much. The gentlemen
were accompanied to the school house
tary Algebra- by Messers Oden and Henson.
go-in-

--

-

"Movements of the Earth"
School Composition
The earth is constantly moving, but
it is not noticed by the people upon it.
One of its movements is called rotation and another revolution.
The

earth rotates upon its shortest

diameter or axis. The time taken for
the earth to rotate once is about twenty-four
hours. A point on the equator
is said to move at a speed of about
one thousand miles an hour. A point
on the equator would move faster than
a point nearer one of the poles, the
same as the hub on a wheel.
The earth always rotates in ihesam
direction, and affords the standard by
which all directions are determined.
The direction in whinh the earth rotates
is east, the opposite direction is west-Th- e
ends of the earth's axis arecailed
the poles. When we face directly easl,
to cur left is north and to our right is
south. Rotation causes the stars, moon
and sun to appear to be moving west
across the sky.

The earth revolves about the sun
about every 365 days, or one year.
The earth revolves around the sun in
its orbit, or path. Sometimes theearth
is closer to the san than at other times,
owing to the two great forces. These
are: The gravitation of the sun,
Patriotic Uncle Rod.
which
tends to deflect the earth's path;
When "uncle Rod, the old man who
centrifugal
foee, which resists any deworked about the place, came one
flection
path from a straight
the
of
morning Mrs Stone said.
line.
"Well, uncle Rod.I hear you have
another pair of twins at your house
The orbital velocity of the earth is
"Yass missus, responded the man
1100
to the minute. The tiabout
"We has bres- - dey héarts''.
me taken for the earth to mke one re"Have you named them yet.
3(5J solar days.
Yas'm, said Rod, Goue named'em volution is about
of time is called a year.
This
interval
aftah two ob de presidents of dis
The earth moves fastest nearer the sun
country.
when, far away from it. It varies
Indeed! said mrs. Stone which two? than
three million miles in its orbit,
about
Ole Christopho Columbus and Julius
in distaace from the sun.
Caesar, said the man we's great far
namin de chill un after de presdents at
DaA and night is caused by the roonr house.
tation of the earth. The earth being
nearly a sphere in form, and rotating
serves to bring one half of the earth
March 12th. 1915
into light while the other half is in dark-nes- s
Mrs. J. E.Russell,
a certain number of hours This
New Mexico
,

The cnildren are now Interested in
learning some new songs.
.

Earnest Andersou is giving us a
We have all of the 9th 10th grade lift on getting a class play. It is sure
in school again.
some job to find a suitable one and
we appreciate a suggestion.
We are sorry to' learn that Mary
in school.
White is still unable to

Ninth grade took final on General
History and Physical Geogradhy last
of
Archie Norman visited in the Fifth Friday, and are telieved of a part
for
the
year.
the
work
anb Sixth Grade room last Friday.

Prof. Johnson made us a very
Jeanette Lusk was sick Monday and
week.
pleasant and instructive visit Mon.
Tuesday of this
Hope he will come again.
Teacheh and students of the
Reginald Gunn has quit school and
.7th & 8lh grades.
gone to the ranch.
Kenneth Hall has been absent this
Wednesday morning found a good
severe
a
with
suffering
He
is
week.
many disappointed students in Roy.
attack of Tonilitis.
They had planned to have their photographs made, aud now they have to
wait sometime yet to see how pretty
The girls of the third and fourth
they look in a picture.
'
grades are making little aprons as a
part of their manual training work.
Insisted on a Revision.
"What do you think, Madga shall
I
deliver my address on 'The Ideal
We have one sure sign that the
just as I've written it?" "CerWife'
mornings are getting warmer, Children
tainly not. You must rewrite It. I
get to school on time.
can't see that it fits me at
Blatter.
Most every one either wore green or
looked green this week. St. Patrick's
The Fifth and Sixh Grades, having
day you know.
completed their work in Physiology
for this year have taken up a new Stuof the United
The snow Tuesday evening 'ja'used dy: "Industrial Studies
e
enjoying
it very
and
States",
some of the Seventh and eighth grade
of
is
Introduction
first
the
This
much.
to remain at home Wednesday.
feel
we
and
section
this
in
book
this
fortunate in being able to get a book.
Rychle-wski
Aliena Pendelton aud Laura
are among the sick ones this
We will publish, each week, one of
week.
compositions prepared for our English
We failed to attach the
recitation.
The Girls of the third and fourth name of the writer to the one we had
grades are making aprons as a part last week and wishing to give full credit
will call attention to the tital and
of their manual training work.
writer. It was The Solar System by
Aliene Boulaware. These compositioLuetha BrowNing and Luía Mahon ns will take the form of a related
reading them will
ey are again is school after about six course, and those
classified.
information
find
weeks absence.
all-ar-

'.

s

Roy,

could be explained by holding a candle
some distance from an orange and
Answering yours of March
moving the orange upon its axis. ' .
8th, eighth grade pupils may take the
first eighth grade examination and The seasons are caused by the revc-utio- n
carry forward all grade of 75 or oyer
of the earth around the sun.
to the following examinations, At the The earth moving farther from the sua
May examination they take the subat some places than a others causes
jects in which they fell below 75 un- it to be warmer or colder, in some
less they make the required average places. Thp yéar is divided into four
and minimum on th? first examination. seasons. Ihey are: spring summer,
Very truly yours,
autumn and winter. The 21st of March
Alvan N. White.
is called vernal equinox and everyState Superintendent.
where the days and nights are of equal
RFA
.
,
leneth. June 21st is called summer
EW
solstice and the sun is at the zenith of
the tropic of cáncer. The northern
Wanted the Job Completed.
hemisphere recieves the sun's rays
The visiting lady had kept her hos- directly while in the southern hemis
tess at. the open door fully half an
Finally an Irate phere it ia winter solstice. September
hour soyins gocd-by- .
and in the
masculine voice Indoors called out: 22rd is autumnal equinox
beginning
the
is
hemisphere
"Say, Maria, If you're going out, go; seutheru
hemU-pher- e
northern
If you're staying,' stay; but for heav- of spring and in the
Dec.
winter.
of
is the beginning
en's sake don't ooze out." Harper's
in
year
'
the
Magazine.
21st, is the shortest day of
the norther hemisphere nnd is called
winter golstic and the opposite in the
Daily Thought.
hemisphere.
No man can be brave who considers southern
pain to be the greatest evil of life; nor
temperate who considers pleasure to
By Chester Scott.
be the highest goodr-fiifie- ro.

Dear Mrs. Russell:

1
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REALLY SMART DRESS

TOWHEE KILLS BEETLES IN EARLY SPRING
OF BLUE SERGE, WITH ALL THE
LATEST EFFECTS.

WHAT SPRING HAS IN STORE
Some General Fact as to Fashion
That May Be Accepted as Being
Assured of Adoption.
j

It Is at this time of year that all
women devote a little energy to

won-derin- g

"Towhee"

The Upper Part of Body Is Black; the Under White and the, Sides
Chestnut.

(Prepared by the United States
ment of Agriculture.)

Depart--

. The

After snow has disappeared In the
early spring an Investigation among
the leaves near a fence or in a thicket
will often disclose the little bird
known as the towhee, chewink, or
ground robin, scratching for his dinner
like a hen. This dinner will consist
of beetles and larvae of insects harmful to crops, which have been spending the winter under old leaves.
The good which the towhee does In
this way can hardly be overestimated,
'since the death of a single Insect at
this time, before It has had an opportunity to deposit Its eggs, is equivalent to the destruction of a host later
'
.in the year. The towhee has also
been credited with visiting potato
,fleld3 and feeding upon- the potato
beetle. Its vegetable food consists of
seeds and small wild fruits, but no
complaint on this score is known to
have been, made. ,So far as observation goes, the bird never touches either
cultivated fruit or; grain; in fact, it
Is too shy and retiring even to' stay
about gardens for any length of time.
The towhee breeds from the middle
states
northward and winters in the
'
southern half of the country.' , Naturally associated with catbird and brown
thrasher, it lives in much the same
places, though it is more given to
haunting hedgerows along road3 and
'
fences.
..
..
:
"Some Common Birds Useful to the
Parmer" Is thé title of Farmers' Bulletin No. 630 of the United States department of agriculture, which describes other useful birds. The pamphlet may be had by applying to the department.
Management of the Sow During Preg-- i
.
nancy.
'
The breeding season for spring litters has Just passed and the time for
the sow to give birth to her young is
at hand.
During pregnancy two facts must be
borne in mind. The first is that the
sow is doing double duty. Not only
la she keeping up her own bodily functions, but the development of the litter
Is an increasing drain on her system.
Feeding at this time should be liberal,
although it need not be so heavy as
after the pigs are farrowed. The
sow's condition should be "good" nei- , ther too fat nor too lean. A very fat
sow is apt to be clumsy with her pigs,
and "some times her pigs are lacking
in vitality. The very thin sow will
either not do justice to her pigs, or
will become a mere wreck herself during the time she Is nursing her litter
and the chances are that both these
things will happen. The necessity of
exercise must not under any circumstances be overlooked. This may be
provided by a large lot or even driving
the hogs slowly for a short distance
each day. ,
In the second place, the main demands upon the sow are those for the
building of new tissue. Therefore, the
kind of feed is important. The nitrogenous or protein bearing feeds are
needed at this time. These are "bran,
pil meal, peas, beans, oats and barley.
-

,

"

.

:

.

clovers, alfalfa, peas, beans,
vetches etc., are also of much value
to the brood sow. Special emphasis
should be laid on the condition of the
bowels during pregnancy and particularly at farrowing, the special danger
to be avoided being constipation. The
grain ration should be given as slop
and toward the close of the period of
gestation, oili meal, or a small amount
of flax meal should be Introduced Into
the ration.
Corn should not be fed in large
amounts to breeding stock, because it
does not furnish enough
constituents to properly develop the unborn pigs. If possible, corn should not be fed at all to
any but fattening animals..
Hog Craves Green Feed.
During the winter more care will be
needed to keep the sow in good condition on account of the absence .of: pasture. ... Not only does the hog's system
crave green feed,- but more or less
bulk is demanded. To offset the lack
of green feed, nothing surpasses roots.
These may be sliced or pulped and
mixed with the grain or may be given
whole as a noon feed. Care must be
used in feeding roots, as they are laxative In effect, and if fed in excessive
amounts, may bring about profuse action of the bowels. Some eastern
farmers recommend the use of silage,
clover, alfalfa, hay, sheaf oats or corn
fodder to supply the bulky require
ment of the ration. Charcoal, ashes,
lime, and salt should be accessible at
all times. These act as a vermifuge
and preventive of disease and meet
the hog's craving for mineral matter
in the feed. During the entire period
care should be taken' to keep the system well toned. The sow should. become accustomed to being handled and
should look upon her attendant as a
friend.
The brood sows may run together
up to within two weeks of farrowing
time; then it is well to separate them,
placing each sow by herself In a yard
with a small house, which' should bé
dry, airy, and clean., A. great deal of
exercise will not now be necessary.
The feed should be reduced somewhat
and if there is any tendency to constipation, a slight change of feed may be
necessary. '
The farrowing pen should be provided with fenders around at least
three sides about six to eight Inches
from the floor and six to eight fnches
from the wall." These should be strong
enough to support the weight of the
sow should she lie on them. They are
constructed to protect the pigs from
being lain upon during the first few
days of. their lives. This will go far
to prevent a very fruitful cause of
loss among young pigs for the little
fellows will soon learn to creep under
these fenders when the sow lies down.

what the spring has in stort
Slashes In Blouse and Sleeves Are a
us.
for
Some Idea of the things tc
Feature Curving Yoke of Shircome may be gathered here and there,
ring Over the Hips and
but one hears so many rumors that 11
Back of Skirt.
is difficult to
the informa
any
definite intion and draw from it
It is of blue serge, this very smart dication of the fashions for tomorrow.
dress of the sketch, and we are sure
There are, however, a Jew general
you will fall under the spell of its
facts which, without doubt, may be
"personality." A touch of braid trim- accepted as
Skirts have
authentic:
ming, a novel flaring girdle, corded taken to themselves a greater width,
edges, and last but not least those which
is expressed by graceful gathers, by superimposed flounces, or,
when it is a case of heavy material,
by flat plaits over' the hips. ProbabU
by springtime every trace of a narrower underskirt will have been elimfoi
inateda fact that gives us causegenrejoicing. Sleeves will be long,
erally, after the empire fashion,' and
fitted into their straight .armholea
without fullness. Collars, for the most
part, will be high a la mllltalre
though not of necessity tight fitting.
Covert cloth has lately been revived,
but because of its comparative reasonableness we fear it Is soon to become
ordinary.
.

GIVES A PROPER PROTECTION
1É

Cover
of

for the More Delicate Garments
the Wardrobe Is a Positive V
V.í

Requirement.

Delicate garments, even if hung, up
It a wardrobe, require some further
protection from dust and dirt, and a
cover of some kind to place over then-i- s
very necessary.
We give a diagram illustrating a
capital article to make for this, purpose, and when closed it will entirely cove'r up all the garments hanging
upon the back pegs of the wardrobe.
It can be opened in a moment and any
particular garment removed and equally quickly done up again.
Diagram A shows the shape of the
upper part of the cover, and In the
center portion circular holes are made
corresponding with the positions of
the pegs, and into these holes keyrings should be sewn in to prevent the
Spring Costume In Blue. Serge.
material from tearing. On either side
fascinating slashes in sleeves and there are flaps (D and D) of sufficient
blouse; we doubt if you will have had width to meet and overlap a- little
when folded together towards each
anything you liked as well.
The blouse here Is a simple affair, .other.
At the back of these flaps, tapes are
with its rounded neck finished with
on by which they can be tied
sewn
turned-baclarge
collar of white
a
taffeta, finely tucked around the together in the manner shown in
edges. , The slashes at either side of diagram B. When this has been done,
the waist show taffeta corded edges, the flap C can be folded over the top
opening over white batiste, net, or of the pegs, thus entirely enclosing
crepe puffings. The same is used to the garments suspended upon them.
It will be noticed that rings are
fill in the gap of the slashed sleeves,
sewn
on to the upper edges of the
which are long and extend Into flared
D and D, and prior to
portions,
two
cuffs.
The odd peplumlike belt is cut in
one with a broad, front skirt panel,
which in turn is slashed from the
i
hem to the hip line, and, by Introducing a fold of material in back,
made to form an Invérted box plait.
Only the upper edge of the girdle is
held in against the figure. The flare
over either hip can. be' achieved by
taking an oblique seam or dart in
tying the cover together in thé" ceneach side.
The tunic skirt shows a curving ter these rings are slipped over the
yoke of shirring over the hips and pegs and so help to hold that part oí
;
back. The lower edge is finished with the cover in position.
taffeta-covereAll that has to be doné to remove
cording, as is also that
a garment is to untie the tapes, lift
of the underskirt.
The design is splendid for taffeta as up the flap at the top, and lift the
well as cloth, and will make a splen- front rings from the pegs.
did spring street frock.
Gloves of the Moment.
White and black gloves are the
Wired Lace Sleeves.
gloves
of the moment, and the two
The silhouette of the crinoline is recombined in dozens of difare
cos-1
tones
again
peated again and
in the
ways.
One combination that
ferent
phrases
one
of its latest
is
tume, and
A white dressed
striking
this:
is
is
tiny
a.
This
is'
sleeve.
lace
wired
the
Careless About Cleanliness.
stitching around
kid
black
glove,
with
perhaps
ruffle,
inches
wired
three
lacé
We are apt to become a bit careheavy black
the!
fingers,
edge
of
the
spreading
very
stiff
and
full,
and
wide
less about the cleanliness of barn and
poultry house at the tail end of wi- around Jt& lower edge, which Is embroidery on the backs, and wide
nterand there is whm we make the gathered into the armholes above a black straps across the Inside of the
wrists.
,
tiny puff of chiffon or tulle.
big mistake. '
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All kinds of fancy candy at

)

Fairview Pharmacy.
The Commercial Hotel was almost converted into a Hospital
this week, Miss Ethel Burge-dorf- f
has been eeeiously ill with
Grip and J. 1. Berry and Tuck
McGlamery were close seconds
Kate Dunbar was called in to
care for them and all are

bpaiíisu-amjskiüa:- ..

A Car Load of Wagons &
Farm Implements.
Goodman Merc. Co.

Encouraging

Attorney J. B. Lusk returned
Sunday from Clayton after a
seventeen days sojourn there at
Court as Attorney for "Buster"
Woodward. The trial closed last
Friday and resulted in a verdict
of "Assault with a Deadly Weapon". A fine of $50.00 and costs
was imposed and we hope this
will settle the unfortunate

Industry and Thrift we Consider
A Most Worthy Aim
E( ONOMISTS
agree there are just two
essentials in the production of wealth-La- bor
l.
and
No amount of
Industry without Economy and no amount of
economy without industry will result in accumulation.

Dontfail to see the Essteyr Display in the window of the Fair
view Pharmacy.

Self-Denia-

Clem Williams and Claude Hand

went to the Canyons Monday
Get onr prices on Grocer
armed wilh axes and a cross-cu- t
Big Reduction on all
saw. They apparently are get- ies.
Staple goods. G. M. Co.
ting "Work brittle".

It is the Policy of this Bank

i

y

to encourage thrift and economy-alon- g
practical lines.
No account too large, none too malí, to receive careful
eration and protection.

.foeilrlyJE
m-j-

implemeiite
We have now in stock a Complete Line of
this well known make of DISC and SULKY
PLOWS, Disc Harrows, Cultivators, Corn- -i
Planters and a variety of other Farm Implements.

The Celebrated T. G. Mandt
Wagons In both Farm and Mountain styles.
Made by the MOLINE PLOW Co.

Sold Exclusively in this Territory

Roy Trust and

Savings Bank,

u

coman.Farm
L

Th

of R O Y

Prof. R. S. Trumbull arrived
on the train from the south
Thursday with Ins motorcycle and
has been busy among the farmers arranging for the lecture
course Saturday.
Blanchie Clouthier came down
from Springes Tuesday demon
strating the new 1915 "Ford" and
stayed to enje.v the Bailie Wed
nesday evening. Many friends
always gl idly welcome him to
Roy.

El

M ercantile
Compasny
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MECHANICS

MAGAZINE

Mrs. Karl Guthman came down
from Dawson Wednesday to visit
the parental W, H. Guthman

For Father and Son

home.

AND ALL THE FAMILY

'

Send your friends Easter
Greetings, A splendid assortment of cards for the purpose at
at the Fairview Pharmacy.
Mrs. John O. Gallegos has
opened upa Dress Making Par
lor at The Roy Cafe.

By the

consid-

The "G" In "Gnat"
"Spelling's a queer thing," said one
boy. "What do they want with a
'g' In 'gnat?" "It belongs there," replied the other. "It's what you say
when one stings you. The only mistake Is not putting an exclamation
point after it."

nottne Rignt Reputation.
we cannd
Magazine Editor-"Naccept this story." Agent "But tb
author is a man who has acquired a
great reputfltion." M. E. "Yes, but
only in literature."--Bo3t- on
V

o,

Two and a half million reader find t nf
absorbing interest Everything in it is

Written So You Can Understand It
We sell 400.000 copies every month without
giving premiums and have no solicitors. Any

newsdealer will show you a copy; or write the
publisher for free sample a postal will do.

S1.5Q A YEAR

15c A COPY
Popular Machantes Magazine
a No. Mlohlean Av.,
Real

CHICACO

vy isooo,

Since courtesy cannot be made
the next best ourse is to
avoid rudeness, the second beat is to
overlook it. It is hardly worth while
to resent the behavior of thoso whom
we may never meet again, is it? We
should be wise enough to avoid positions where we know rudeness is to
be expected; we avoid streets with a
bad repute because we have a rather
clear idea of the experience we might
meet if we ventured in them, especial
ly after dark.
con-pulsor- y,

Talented Youth.
"My oldest son." said Mrs. Twickém-bur"speaks several languages quite
flippan1-".Christian Register.

y,

v

THE

"KB" HR

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

inherited property at St. Louis worth

AN EPITOME OF

fund of equal size.
Persisting in his last moments that
LIVE
he never had been untrute to his wife,
Robert E. Showalter, wealthy Love-lanColo., rancher, died at the county hospital In Denver, as the result of
CONDENSED
RECORD OP THE bullet wounds Inflicted by Clayton
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
Pattison of Denver when Pattison
found his wife with Showalter in a
HOME AND ABROAD.
rooming house at 1753 Curtis street.
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For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and
constipation.
Get a

box now.

10-ce-

No odds

FROM ALL SOURCES

Samuel L. Rogers of Franklin, N.

tow bad your liver, stomach

or bowels; how much your

C, has been selected by President

head

aches, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation, Indigestion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
you always get the deBired results
with Cascarets.
Don't let your t stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
put an end to the
Cascarets
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your inside organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter
which is producing the misery.
A
box means health, happiness and a clear head for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
If you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All stores sell Cascarets. Don't
forget the children their little
need a cleansing, too. Adv.

SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPE8
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

in-sid- es

To Be Expected.
"Chumpson took his wife to all the
tango parlors and now he says she
neglects him."
"Serves him right He might have
known that she would meet some fellow who can tango better than he
can." .
.

,

f

Her
Him
thing.
Her
Him

Fly In the Ointment
Do you enjoy Wagner's music?
I probably would but for one

And that?
It's so noisy one can't hear

it

KIDNEYS CLOG UP FROM
EATING TOO MUCH MEAT
Take Tablespoonful of Salts If Back
Hurts or Bladder Bothers Meat
Forms Uric Acid.
We are a nation of meat eaters and
our blood is filled with uric acid, says
authority, who warns us
a
to be constantly on guard against kidney trouble.
The kidneys do' their utmost to free
the blood of this irritating acid, but
become weak from the overwork;
they get sluggish; the eliminatlve tissues clog and thus the waste is retained in the blood to poison the entire system.
When your kidneys ache and feel
like lumps of lead, and you have stinging pains in the back or the urine is
cloudy, full of sediment, or the bladder is irritable, obliging you to seek
relief during the night; when you have
severe headaches,-nervouand dizzy
spells, sleeplessness, acid stomach or
rheumatism in bad weather, get from
your pharmacist about four ounces of
Jad Salts; take a tablespoonful in a
glass of water before breakfast each
morning and in a few days your kidneys will act fine. This famous salts
is made from the acid of grapes and
lemon juice, combined with lithla, and
has been used for generations to flush
and stimulate clogged kidneys, to neutralize the acids in urine so it is no
longer a source of irritation, thus ending urinary and bladdér disorders.
Jad Salts is inexpensive and cannot
Injure; makes a delightful effervescent lithia-wate- r
drink, and ' nobody
can make a mistake by taking a little
occasionally to keep the kidneys clean
and active. Adv.
well-know- n

s

The Real Article.
Little Lemuel Say, paw, what if
an instrument of torture?
Paw The piano in the flat upstairs,
.

son.

'

Wil-

son for director of the census to succeed William J. Harris of Cedartown,
Ga.

Wheat held in country mills and
elevators on March, 1 amounted to
86,000,000 bushels, the Department of
Agriculture estimated, compared with
94,000,000 bushels one year ago and

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

ABOUT THE WAR.

t;

10-ce- nt

WASHINGTON.

Thirty-sevewere drowned when
three British ships were sunk in raids
by German submarines Tuesday.
Tre British steamship Wyvisbrook
has been seized by Carranza authorities at Campeche and her commander,
Captain Muir, has been placed in jail.
Secretary of the Navy Daniels ordered the destroyers McDougal and
Dayton from Guantanamo to New
York to aid the port authorities there
in maintaining neutrality.
A complete and searching inquiry
into all the facts concerning the sinking of the American sailing ship William P. Frye by the German armed
auxiliary cruiser Eitel Friedrich was
ordered by President Wilson.
The British admiralty announces the
loss of the auxiliary cruiser Bayano
while the vessel was engaged in patrol, duty. Eight officers and eighteen men were rescued, but it is feared
hat the remainder of the crew of 200
"'ere lost. A Copenhagen dispatch to the London Daily Mall says: "It Í3 reported
In German naval circles that eleven
submarines have been lost since Feb.
18.
The loss of four of these has
been officially admitted, while seven
have been missing for nearly three
weeks."
The Mittag Zeitung of Berlin has
published a list of merchantmen said
to have been destroyed by the German army since the beginning of the
war. According to it, German vessels
have sunk 111 steamers with a' total
tonnage of 400,000; four auxiliary
cruisers with a total tonnage of
one sailing vessel, one schooner,
eight mine sweepers and one troop
transport.
n

118,000,000 in 1913.

Secretary of State Bryan's offices
were fairly packed with visiting diplomats. The callers were brought to
the department by the arrival of General Carranza's reply to the latest
American note demanding protection
for foreigners in Mexico. His acquiescence plainly caused great and
general relief.
President Wilson sent a note to Carranza that the United States will
brook no further ill treatment of foreigners and will take such action as
may be necessary if conditions are
not improved.
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo
was stricken with appendicitis and
went to the Providence hospital for
an operation.
Senor Rlano, the Spanish ambassador, Informed the State Department
that four Spaniards had been assassinated In Mexico City.
Gen. W. L. Marshall, consulting engineer of the reclamation service, was
selected by Secretary of the Interior
Lane to take charge of operations look
Ing toward stemming as much as possible the expected overflow ot the
Colorado river.
Department received
The State
word from Ambassador Gerard at Berlin that the. German war office had
told him all waters surrounding the
Shetland and Orkney Islands are in
the war zone but that shipping on both
sides of the Faroe Islands is safe.
Encouraging advices telling of the
relief of the food famine in Mexico
City through the evacuation of the
capital by the forces of Gen. Obregpn,
the
were
commander,
Carranza
clouded Friday by the news that on
the entry of the Zapata troops John
WESTERN.
B. McManus, an American citizen, was
murdered. The rioting included atThe New Mexico Legislature ad- tacks on the national palace to liberjourned Saturday.
ate 250 Catholic priests imprisoned
The three men entombed in the there.
Ayrshire coal mine near Oakland City,
FOREIGN.
Ind., were found dead when the debris
was cleared away.
Warning to Americans to leave MexRear Admiral Thomas B. Howard
by the State
fig of admiral ico has been reiterated
hoisted the
minthrough
Brazilian
Department
the
of the fleet on the armored cruiser
City.
Mexico
Colorado, flagship of the Pacific fleet, ister at
Clara
Muriel Kipling, a nurse
Mrs.
at San Diego, Cal.
in the American hospital in Paris, has
Mrs. E. S. Griffin, ninety years old,
been awarded the gold "medaille
Is dead at Salt Lake after a residence
d'Honneur des Epidemics.'.'
of fifty years in Salt Lake county,
Great Britain's plan to give effect
leaving two children, twenty grandto
the naval reprisal measures against
forty-eight
children,
Germany
as embodied in an order in
and thirteen
council was signed by King George.
Mrs. Emma Dalqulst, proprietor of a
The report of the New Mexico Legmiles
house at Safety, twenty-twroad
islative joint committee, which InIn a
was
Alaska,
lost
Nome,
east
of
vestigated the causes of thte failure of
can
of
be
her
trace
no
and
blizzard
the Insolvent First State bank of Las
found.
Cruces and the relations toward the
bank of the State College, the gover-ao- r
A bulletin issued at Bordeaux,
and the traveling auditor, was France, by Dr. Denuce, who is In atsubmitted to the Legislature by the tendance upon Mme. Sarah Bernhardt,
chairman, Representative Blood of whose right leg was amputated recentSan Miguel county.
ly, says that the condition of Mme.
James Eads How, who devotes his Bernhardt continues to be very
time to agitation in favor of "hoboes,"
-
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solved once

for all by Calumet
Far daily use in millions of kitchens has
proved that Calumet is highest not only in
quality but in leavening power as well unfailing in results pure to the extreme and
wonderfully economical in use. Ask yout
grocer. And try Calumet next bake day,

Received Highest Awards
World's Pare
Food Expoaitioa.
Chicago, 111.
Peris Exposi
tion, Frasee.
March,

an.ft

H12.

32,-50- 0;

TRUST

four-starre- d

great-grandchildre-

n

o

satin-factor-

Go
Tea don't save money when yon boy clean ar nix-ebakinc nowder. Don't be misled. Bay Calumet. It's
more economical mora waolesome tires best resalís.
Calumet is tar superior ts soar Bilk and soda.
ta
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Victrolas

Mention catalog you are interested in and
we'll send it free, prepaid, with full information of our "EASY PAY PLAN." We
prepay freight charges and sell under a
"money back" guarantee.
THE

KNIGHT-CAMPBE-

SKIP
YOUR

MUSIC

C0.,Dener,Co!o.

DR06ÍCOIÍN
J

TO US FOR BEST RESULTS

CHEAP insurance RATES
US
LIBERAL LOANS MADE

WRITE

COYNE BROTHERS
118 W.

SOUTH WATER ST.. CHICAGO

Best Kind.
"I have a setter that's of the
breed."
"Mine's a Plymouth Rock."

Free to Onr Readers

W.W.HOWLAND

Tablets

ARRESTED

A guaranteed remedy Tor Colds and
La Grippe.' Price 25c of your druggist
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.

HOUSE MEMBER HELD BY GRAND

Weeks'

Break-Up-A:Co-

!d

Leading Up to It.
Patience I hear they now say that
the moon has much to do with bringing on war.
Patrice Well, a good many engagements, we know, are traceable to the
moon.

It Pays to Pray, and Advertise.
"Do you believe In the efficacy of
prayer?" asked the new minister.
"You bet!" triumphantly replied Sam
Stinger, the enterprising real estate
dealer. "Why, at the prayer meeting
last Thursday night, I prayed loud and
long for blessings on our progressive
little city, incidentally mentioning a
few of the advantages It possesses for
profitable investments, and next morning I sold four lots in my new Sky
High addition to a stranger who had
happened to drop in at the services!"
Kansas City Star.
Soldier Poet Wins Dainties.
Sergt. Max Schwertfeger, attached
to one of the regiments in Flanders,

,

the Frankfort correspondence of
the Associated Press, offers remarkable evidence of the fact ' that the
power of 'poetry Is not on the wane.
When, recently, he broke into verse in
an appeal for dainties to vary the monotony of military fare, the poem,
which was published in a local paper,
prompted such a number of contributions of packages and boxes of delicatessen that Sergeant Schwertfeger
was fairly swamped with them. By
the time of the kaiser's birthday, January 26, he had received 1,027 bundles,
containing so many varied eatables
that he was able to share them with
about a thousand members of his battalion.
When, however, the stream showed
no signs of stopping he was obliged to
appeal once again, this time asking
that the dainties be sent to other soldiers on oher battle fronts.
Bays

(

CHILDREN SHOWED IT
Effect of Their Warm Drink in the
Morning.

' "A year ago I was a wreck from coffee drinking and was on the point of
giving up my position in the school
room because of nervousness.
"I was telling a friend about It and
she said, 'We drink nothing at meal
time but Postum, and it is such a comfort to have something we can enjoy
drinking with the children.'
"I was astonished that she would
allow the children to drink any kind
of coffee, but she said Postum was
not coffee, but a most healthful drink
for children as well as for older ones,
and that the condition of both the children and adults showed that to be a
fact.
"I was in despair and determined
to give Postum a trial, following the
directions carefully. It was a decided
success and I was completely won by
Its rich delicious flavor.
"In a short time I noticed a decided
improvement in my condition and kept
growing better month after month,
until now I am healthy, and do my
work in the school room with ease and
g
pleasure. I would not return to
coffee for any money."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Read "The Road to
Creek, Mich.
Wellville," in pkgs.
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular Postum must be well
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum is a soluble pow-deA teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
Both kinds are equally delicious and
cost per cup about the same.
"There's a Reason" For Postum.
sold by Grocers.
.

nerve-destroyin-
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The Wrong Time.
"You can't blame people for not taking good advice. It's so tiresome."
"That's true. And it is usually ofi

Write Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago, for
illustrated Eye Book Free. Write all
ftbout your Eye Trouble and they will advise
as to the Proper Application of the Murine
Eye Remedies in Your Special Case. Your
Druggist will tell you that Murine Relieves
Sore Eyes, Strengthens Weak Eyes. Doesn't
Smart, Soothes Eye Pain, and sells for BOc
Try It In Your Eyes and In Baby's Eyes for
Scaly Eyelids and Granulation. Adv.

JURORS FOR PROBE OF
BRIBE CHARGE.

Pretty Poor Punch.
"Rome was one of the wickedest
cities on earth!"
"I dunno," replied Uncle Bill
"I've heard so. But people
could
have taken Roman punch
that
as serious llcker must have been purty
mild an' unsophisticated, seems to
Dot-tleto-

UNABLE TO GIVE BOND

fered at a time when the person advised is tired of everything."
One song in the heart is better than
''
two in the next flat.

p.

and Catarrhal Trouble

by
t ACured
cold is acute catarrh.
Pe-vu--

Peruna Is recognized itandard
remedy for catarrh.
Codv "Ilia of Life" Free.

me."
MESSENGER

BOY

TELLS OF

DO NOT

HESITATE

BUCK

d
To Use Cutlcura on
Babfjes. Trial Free.

s

Low-price-

tt

j

AUJOtJk

A hot bath with Cutlcura Soap and

Denver, March 15. Representativ
William W. Howland of Denver was
arrested Saturday afternoon on an information filed with District Judge
Denison by District Attorney John A.
Rush, in behalf of the county grand
jury, charging Howland with deliberate perjury in his testimony before
the grand jury, relative to his receipt
of money Feb. 9 on the floor of the
House chamber at the state capítol.
He was unable to give $2,000 bail, and
was taken to the county jail.
For the first time since the beginning of the case the word "bribe" was
connected with it directly, when the
information against Howland stated
that the grand jury had been investigating "certain matters with reference
to accepting and receiving a bribe by
the said W. W. Howland." This infers that, the grand jury has discovered evidence stronger than that
brought out in the House of Representatives probe, and which leads to political influences "higher up."
Two of the "higher ups" were reported to have left the city Saturday,
and the grand Jury refused to chance
Howland's remaining in Denver over
Sunday.
The Howland case took an interesting turn Saturday as the result of testimony Friday night before the House
probe committe by Dr. Mary E. Bates
of the Women's Protective League, to
the effect that she had sent $15 to
Howland to be transmitted by him to
Mrs. L. L. Hartzell, k private detective engaged by her to investigate Juvenile Court officers and matters,
when Judge Ben B. Lindsey of the Juvenile Court notified District Attorney
John A. Rush that ha would ask for
warrants for the arrest of Dr. Bates,
R. P. Rollins, undertaker;
E. K.
Whitehead, secretary of the State Humane Society, and Frank L. Rose, on
charges of conspiring to defame Lind-sey'character.
District Attorney Rush stated that
he would issue no such warrants until
Judge Lindsey presented evidence sufficient to satisfy the district attorney
that his charges can be sustained in a
criminal action.
Meantime the Howland "bribery'1
case has assumed unexpected proportions and the single thread of doubt
has led the investigators into a tangled" skein of intrigue and double-dealinexplanations and counter explanations, with more looming up ahead.
The, arrest Friday of Carl Gibson,
a messenger boy of the Postal company who disappeared soon after the
Howland probe started, brought out a
story so entirely different from any
told previously that the investigators
confidently anticipate startling developments in the immediate future.
Gibson testified before the grano
jury that he carried the mysterious
package containing currency on Feb
9, from aii ctfice in the Denver Gat
& Electric building to Howland on th
floor of the House, delivering tht
message to a doorkeeper. Re declarec
inability to remember the office tc
which he was called, nor could he de
scribe the person who gave him th(
package to deliver to Howland.

LOSSES SURELY PREVENTED
by Cutter's Blacklei Pilla.
d,
fresh, reliable; preferred bj

Western stockmen because thev oro- other vaoclnei fail.
! "Write where
if
for booKlet and testimonials.
O
pkge.
1
Blackleg Pills $1.00
"H
i.
pkge. Blaokleg Pllli 4.00
Use any injector, but Cutter's best.
The superiority of Cutter products Is due to orer 1Í
years of specializing; in vaooinei and serums enly.
Insist on Cutter's. If unobtainable, order direct
THE CUTTER LABORATORY. Berkeley, California

Skin-Torture-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

.

The f0rana Co. Columba, O,

RE-

CEIVING AND DELIVERING
MONEY PACKAGE. '

na

gentle application of Cutlcura Ointment at once relieve, permit rest and
sleep and point to speedy healment
of eczemas, rashes, itchings and irritations of infants and children even
In severe cases.
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.

HOWARD E. BURTON AS8cAHYEEMR.rD
Specimen prices: Gold, Silver, Lead, $1 ; Gold,
Silver, 75c; Gold, 50c; Zinc or Copper, Í1. Mailing
envelopes and full price list sent on application.
Lead vllle. Colo. Reí. Carbonate Nau Bank.

PATENTS

E. Coleman,
Watson
Lawyer.Washlngton,
Patent

D.C. Advice and books free.
Bates reasonable. Highest references, Best services.

Thé small hours are responsible for
many a large head. Columbia State.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

Those of Middle Age Especially.

j

When you have found no remedy for the horrors that
oppress you during change of life, when through' the long
hours ,of the day it seems as though your back would break,
when your head aches constantly, you are nervous, depressed and suffer from those dreadful bearing down pains,
don't forget that Lydja E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
is the safest and surest remedy, anefhas carried hundreds
ul wuiiicu oaiciy unuugii uus cnucai penoa.
Read what these three women say:

"

'

From Mrs. Hornung, Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y."I am writing to let you know how much your
medicine has done for me. I failed terribly during the last winter
and summer and every one remarked about my appearance. I suffered from a female trouble and always had pains in my back, no
appetite and at times was very weak.4
I'was siting at a friend's house one day and she thought I needed
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. 1 took it and have gained
eight pounds, have a good appetite and am feeling better every day.
Everybody is asking me what I am doing and I recommend Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. You may publish this letter if you
wish and I hope others who have the same complaint will see it and
get health from your medicine as I did." Mrs. A. Hokntog, 91
Stanton St., Buffalo, N. Y. ,
-

-

Made Me Well and Strong.

Macedón, N.Y. "I was all run down and very thin in flesh, nervous, no appetite, could not sleep and was wea, and felt badly all
the time. The doctors said I had poor blood and what I had was
turning to water. I took different medicines which did not help me.'
but Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound made me well and1
strong, and I am recommending it to my friends." Mrs. Feed
Chace, It. No. 2, Macedón, N.Y.

,

,

The Change of Life.

i

Beltsville. Md. "By the use of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound I have successfully passed through a most trying time,
the Change of Life. I suffered with a weakness, and had to stay in
bed three days at a time. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
restored me to perféct health, and I am praising it for the benefit of
other women who suffer as I did." Mrs. W. S. Duyaix. Koute No. 1
Beltsville, Md.
For SO years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
vuuijuuuu uas ueu mo Bianaara remecí y ior female ills Ho one sick with woman's ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored somany suffering women to health.
to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
L-- v
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
, Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence,
r-W-

rite

.
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J. Floersheim has planned a
three days automobile trip over

11

the county in the interests of the
store. He is not telling what he
is doing.

I our jjo liars
Will have more"Cents"

Miss Vivia Griner gave a party

If you take them to

The Store of

QUALITY

i

Attorney Dudley Durrin of
Solano was in town on business

Run By

A

Tuesday. This office acknowledges a friendly call.

Davis,

0

Mrs. Juanita Garcia, who has
been out at Tom Mc. G rath 's home
for some time caring for Mrs.
McGrath and the new baby girl
returned home Monday to the delight of her friends in town to

n menew roster
Block, Roy, N. M

whom
wash-day-

-

Try out Our Swell New

M eat M

rf

John Nutter is siclOfrnJ was

State Senator Gallegos of

Un-

ion County, was in town Tuesday
on his way home from Santa Pe.
Wolcott Russel purchased a
fine new "BuicW 25" Auto from
tho Browñ Garage Tuésday. It
has all the modern equipment and
machine.
is a
He is receiving congratulations
from his envious friends and asks
.us to withdraw the- statement
that he would buy a rubbér-tire- d
Buggv.' We take the 'second
guass cheerfully as he did.
.

down-to-thé-minu-

te

-

Mrs. Fannie ÍMettérieli will go
down to tier homestead on Red
River soon to live for the summer
and hold down the claim.
She is having the house fixed
up into a cosy little home and is
glad to exchange city life for the
conyons again.

- "

'

.

.

CITY TAILOR SHOP

C. C. Raybi rn,
ROY,

Prop.

New Mexico.

Corn Cobs $1.00 a load.
Goodman Mercantile Co.

XXOOCXDOOOOOO

uaivci y aim
Delicatessen

kwjy

"The home of Good
.

Things to Eat"

Lunch Counter in Connection
Fresh Bread, Pies and Cakes
Every Day.
-

Special Orders given Careful &
Prompt atention. Beds to Rent.

In the
Bruce Hotel, Roy, N. M.

or sell land here are invited to ass, a precious dolt, a scarecrow, a
write the S A. concerning it we ragamuffin, and an idiot." And, this
bsing the conclusion of his depositions,
will try to help vou in either case his signature
was preceded by the forbut we are not advising anyone to mal ending, "All of which I swear is
true."
sell land here at present prices.

1

oooooooooooq oooooooooooooo

Mr. Norman and family, who
have bedn visiting at the Griner
home the past weeks left' Thursday to continue their trip to California', and the Exposition. Thev
left their Ford car here after
teaching Miss Minnie Griner
to drive it and the sisters will enjoy the use of it for the next three
months.
A Mr. Durham of Obar, N. M.
has been in town this week tun-

ing pianos.

There were several

instruments

in need of his atten-

tion and all who patronized
are pleased with his work.

'

.

at the

Monday was one of the busiest
Gr?at Things From Little.
taken out home Monda'y." He' is
Great
things always come in ehoaia
days
Roy
del cate at the best and a bad
has seen for a long
of countless little things, which look
lime. It is a fact that Monday is like insignificant atoms
cold is serious with him.
as we pass
usually as bnsy as Saturday but through them, and only seem a shoal
The Initiation of eight candi- every day is a busy day in Roy when we have passed beyond thern.
Mrs. Charles.
dates by Harmony Rebekah this winter.
Lodge Friday evening, while a
little behind this issue of tliéS-A- .
may safely be reported as a decidedly pleasant affair. The addition ot so many members is encouraging to the older members
of the lodge and a real degree
team is one of their ambitions for
the future.

him

Jess Davenport is congratulatHenry and Joe Mitchell pur- ing himself at the finding of a
chased and 'took home over $500. fine well of water on his claim
worth of farm machinery Mon- at a depth of 76ft. It was tested
day and are getting ready to use to better than 2Q gallons a minute
it to advantage the coming sea- and is certainly a cause for
son.

on

Clothes Made to
Your Measure.

!

30E

A Car Load of Shingles',
added to our Lumber Stock
this week, Goodman Merc Co

she is a necessity

.

--

r

We have in mind several desirable tntcts of patented land
By His. O'.v;-- Deposition.
A
pollcer.ian,
whose evidence wag
which are for sale. Any of our
taken on commission, deposed: "The
eastern readers who want to buy prisoner sat upon ma, calling me ar.

ar k et

HOE

JjPERSÓNAL andj

at the "Búngalo" Friday evening
of last week for her Sunday
school class, The Bible Students
The. young people just wanted a
party is the only excuse. The
boys supplied and the girls
enlertained and it is reported
as a most enjoyable event.

Cleaning- - Pressing

o
o
G
o
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o
o
o
o
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The ROY GARAGE
F. S. Brown, PropV
AUTO LIVERY
Repairs on all Makes of
Cars by Expert Mechanics.
New and Modern Building
Agency for the BUI C
The Car for Service
ROY

New Mexico

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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THE SOLDIERS
Adjutant Netter, a

French-Ame-

rl

can from New York, has been proposed for the military medal and
motion to rank of lieutenant. He has
been on duty day and night for sev-ermonths at Noisy, one of the most

al

important military supply and ammunition stations In France, assisting Colonel Bellenger, the military
:::.
commissioner of the station at Noisy.
His functions are numerous, but he
accomplishes all with a smile that
won't wear off. He has been astonishing several thousand employees,
7
civilians and soldiers by his wonderful
:x?
stamina and hustling for more than
three months.
Adjutant Netter is well known in
M.x.xxxvX
the states as former secretary of the
Geneva White Cros3 society and asyvv,.
jv.
,,
v '.;
sistant to Dr. Harvey W. Wiley In the
International pure food agitation. The
first thing he did on arriving at Nolry
was to build kitchens for the purpose
of supplying hot soup and nourishing
rood to all troops passing through. More than 100,000 soldiers of France
have been fed by these kitchens, which are working day and night English
troops passing through Noisy get special
attention from Adjutant Netter.
He always has tea, toast and crackers ready for them, also English tobacco
and cigarettes, and even English and American newspapers. Those who
met Adjutant Netter in New York he was a
figure there will
not be surprised at the success of his hustling powers,
but how he has
managed to do twenty hours' work a day for three months Is a mystery to
ail in Paris. He does not expect to get a rest until the war is over.

Pfans of Washington Hostesses Are Disarranged

'

'v

1

.

..wJWwtta.

...

well-know- n

COLONEL

HODGES'

NEW

JOB

In accordance with orders issued
by General Kingman, chief of engineers, Col. Harry F. Hodges, for several years engineer of maintenance of
the Panama canal, has assumed
'
'
té
charge of the District of Columbia
water supply system and all river and
harbor works In that vicinity, Including the reclamation of the Anacostia
river and flats.
Colonel Hodges was born In Massachusetts February 25, 1860, and Is a
graduate of the United States Military academy, class of June, 1881,
standing fourth in his class. After
serving on Btaff duties and at Wlllets
point, to May, 1885, he was inspector
of rifle practice for the battalion of
engineers, and was on duty at Creed-moo- r
during a part of the time.
Among other duties he was employed at the United States Military
academy as assistant professor of
civil and military engineering, and on
various works of river and harbor
improvement, surveys, etc. He reached the grade of captain in 1893, and
during the war with Spain served as lieutenant colonel and colonel of the
First United States volunteer engineers.
In Porto Rico that regiment was engaged in making roads and surveys,
constructing defensive works, a reservoir and refrigerating plants, repairing
masonry, timber bridges, etc. Colonel Hodges subsequently was in charge
of certain river improvements in Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky. He
also was, among other duties, chief engineer officer, department of Cuba, in
1901-02- ;
was in charge of the purchasing department, Isthmian canal commission, and also general purchasing ofllcer in 1907.
.

HEAD

OF

THE JESUITS

The usual bugbear of Washington official life has raised
and the hostesses of that circle are In despair over the
upsetting of their social affairs. The dispatching of Secretary Lane, for instance, by the president to represent
him at the opening of the California
exposition upset many a dinner list.
The story told by Mrs. Daniels, wife
the secretary of the navy, anent
Sf
own troubles in that way, Is some
to the disappointed
consolation
hostesses.
Mrs. Daniels tells the story on
herself, and about a dinner she gave
last spring for a diplomat, who was
just arriving or departing from this
post for another. Invitations were
out and arrangements for the dinner all completed, when Secretary Daniels
was obliged to leave town on official business. Mrs. Daniels called up Mr.
Bryan, secretary of state, and told him her predicament and asked him if
he would not play the part of host for her.
His reply was most disconcerting, for he confessed that not only would
It be impossible for him to come, though he had already accepted the invitation, but that it was going to be his painful duty to take her guest of honor
off to the White House.
Other regrets followed, and at last on the night of the dinner only three
guests arrived and they had to leave after the second course, and Mrs. Daniels, who Is, by the way, the soul of hospitality, found herself not only
hostess," but the whole company at her dinner table.

WASHINGTON.

Beautiful Pottery From a Valley in New Mexico
IN the latest publication of the Smithsonian institution Dr. J. Walter Fewkes
1 of the bureau of American ethnology has described and figured a collection
of beautiful pottery from the Mimbres valley of New Merlco dating back to
prehistoric times. This ancient pot
tery is the first ever brought from
that valley to the United States National museum, and is unrepresented
In other museums.
Its importance
lies in the fact that a comparatively
large number of specimens have human and other figures painted upon
them and that they resemble those on
the pottery from Casas Grandes, in

Mexico.
;
,
As the former inhabitants of. the
Mimbres valley have left no traceable
descendants and as there are no historical records concerning them, it Is
necessary to rely on a study of the archeologlcal remains for knowledge of

their culture."
The early dwellers of this land were ignorant of writing, although they
cut on the rocks pictures or pictographs, many of which occur in the Mimbres valley near the Bites of old ruins.
The animal and human figures painted on the pottery bowls are very
realistic, and remain today practically little changed In design and color even
after .the lapse of centuries. The art shown In these figures was well advanced; the drawings represent human figures, although there are many
manimals, fish and birds. The delineations of the birds are especially true
to nature, and at the same time quite realistic, though somewhat conventional. Geometric designs as well as symbols are characteristic and highly
'
instructive.
One of the bowls collected by Doctor Fewkes shows three hunters following a deer, another depicts a hunter with a curved stick, evidently an archaic
weapon resembling the throwing stick.
4

.

Boy Never

Tasted Candy; Doesn't Want To

Very Rev. Wlodlmir Ledochowski, Wiley
who has just been elected general of
,
o .i
r.
I
1
i
uueu
the Society of Jesus, comes of an Il- M.
vvaeiuugiuu, iu sua vl une oí uie
'i'nüixviü ia a mut: lvvy in TTTl,í
in the United States, who has never tasted candy, ice cream or cake.
lustrious Polish family, which gave to
the Catholic church in thé past cen- When he goes to parties, like all other little boys and girls he takes several
graham crackers and when his com
tury the courageous Miecislas Halka
panions eat candy .and cakes and icé
Cardinal Ledochowski, who suffered
CANDY,flW cream, he eats crackers. And this
imprisonment during the Bismarcklan
AflDICEC&EAM boy goes to scores and scores of
persecution in Germany, because he
'
parties. He has never been ill and
refused to side with the Iron chancelMOT C00O
is strong and healthy, with "hard
lor In his treatment of the inhabiFOJVUTTl
I.
Í
j
XtJ
muscles,", according o his father.'
tants of Poland.
60This little fellow with this uniqua
Wlodimir, in Polish Wlodzimlerz, 5s
X
Is the
Anthony
record
son
of
the
late
the
eldest
Í6 ' IS
son of Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, former
Halka von Ledochow Count Ledochief chemist of the United States dechowski, a famous cavalry officer in
partment of agriculture.
And, bes
Ccunt-esthe Austrian army, and of the
any
want
Wiley
Master
doesn't
sides,
zu
Josephina
him
an
railway
sent
May
Pacific
Northern
family
the
estates
on
of
"Last
delicacies.
was
He
born
these
the
candles on It," said Doctor Wiley.
fruit cake with two
near Cracow in 1866, received a fine
'
education and entered the Society of "I cut a small piece and asked him if he wanted some.
your
boy.
good
for
His
Jesus at the age of twenty-thre"'No, daddy,' he said, 'cake not.
Wiley said he was strongly opposed to feeding children sweets.
In 1901, on
progress
steady,
and
was
Doctor
14."
"It makes children fat and It's a sin t be fat In babyhood. We get
the day when he pronounced the last
Vows of the .society, he was made that way soon enough," added this big, stout man.
n1nnea
ixrhn-Dnrtnr W.lev
.
. ha wpnt
- naif!,
VHW
of Poland. Less than a year láter he was installed as full
mu; Qttondofl Vi.a firRt- nnrtv.
mo Kvtr
1VUCU fha
t
provincial. In 1906, when Francis Xavier Wernz was elected general of the and when the other children had lunch he told his boy that sweets were not
society, Ledochowski was given a place in his cabinet as assistant for
good for him and that he should not eat them. The lad agreed, Bald Doctor
Wiley, and ate graham crackers instead.
T
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T. M. Ogden and son, Fred
drove to town Tuesday and were
c lught in the snow storm on the
way home. They couldn't drive
their team into it and we re obliged to come back to town and stay
over night vt;turning home next
day,

Joe Albertson, the always welcome trade Hustler for the Sherman Cosner Co. of Raton, drifted in Tuesday 'evening and beuntil after
came "Storm-boundBall.
the St. Patrick's
"
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior
,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Department of the interior
Feb. 20 1915
US Land Office, Clayton, N M
NOTICE is hereby given that
Fep. 23, 1915,
Irvin S. Ogden
Notice is hereby given that Catarino
ol Solano, New Mexico,
of Ga'leos N M,who, on
Trujilló,
who on
made 'í I
made
March 14 .1912,
Additional
entries, serial Nos. Homestead entry Seirial.no. 014469
02569&017980 for SE Sec M andNEi
3 & 4 Sec. 4 Twp 17.
19N Range 27 for Lots
Sec. 14 Township
18 N Range 30 E, NMP M
33
Sec
Twp
E, New Mexico Principal Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make has filed notice of intention to maka
proof to establish claim to
Three, Year Proof, to establish claim three-yea- r
to the land above described, before the land above described before JuanF. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at ita G.Gonzales U S Commissioner at
Gallegos, N, M, on the. 8th. day of
'Roy, New Mexico, on the
Apr. 1SI15.
14th day of April 1915
Claimant names as witnesses: An- Claimant names as witnesses
Irvin Ogden of Roy
Jas W Johnson
Tiofilo Garcia
Desiderio Pena
Ernest Choate, Marion Conner SolGallegos NM
Sandoval
Encarnación
ano NM
Lionardo Martinet
Ramon N M
PAZ VAL VERDE,
Register
Paz Valverde, Register.
,

.

SJ-S-

2--

Mrs. Elvira G. Stanton, late
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U. S. Commissioner at Mosquero
Department of the Interior.
16! 5
Feb 2
was married at Santa Fe Sunday
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
to Mr. JohnB. Bolmes, of Santa
NOTICE is hereby given that
Fe. They passed thru Roy
Leander J Fox.
of Roy, New Mexico,
to her home en Mosque1908 and
HE
joins the many who on
ro. The
06945
012963
No.
and
Add'l
SEJ&SWi
friends of the bride in congratuSec. 28 Twp. 21 N Range 28 E
lations to the groom and good
N. M. P. Meridian, has
wishes for both.
filed notice of intention to make

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,
U.S.Land Office, Clayton, New Mex.
'

Notice For Publication

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Lund Office at Clayton, N. M.
e
Feb 8th 1915
is
Notice hereby given that Pemberton
S-P.Blake, of SoIanoN.M.who on
made HE No 01582 & 010771
for NEi & NWj, Sec.UTwpl9N Rng
28E. N, m.p. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final three year
three year proof, to establish claim proof, to establish claim to the land
There is almost a craze for to the land above described
above described, before F. H. Foster
before F. H. Foster, U. S. U. S. Commissioner at his office at
small farm tractor this spring
f'onimissloner, at Roy, is'ew Mexio Roy, N. M. on the 26 day of Mar.
and a dozen or more farmers are
on the 14th day of April 1915
1915.
seriously considering getting Claimant names ,as witnesses
Claimant names as witnesses:
them. Some are hesitating be- John Nowlin
Henrj Little
O. A. Murphy
Hugh A Murphy
tween a plowing engine and an Carl Nugen
Samuel Bland of Roy
W. R. Bradley
L
Mark
Woods
Automobile with most of the ar- New Mexico.
All of Solano N. M.
PAZ VAL VERDE
gument in favor of the Tractor.
Paz Valverde,
Register
Tues-enrout-

;

5,

ab-v-

10-5--

.

The worst thing about it is that
gasoline ; and oil cost nearly
double what they do in adjoining
states.

2--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

,

U.

Department of the Interior
S. Landi Office at Clayton, N.
Feb 26
N-M-

Valley

Mrs. H.'Wortman and son returned from Dawson last Saturday.

M.

19i5

,

SW1 Sec 10 Twp 18N Rng28E N.M.P.
Meridian, has" filed notice of inten-

tion to maks Five Year Proof to establish claim to the land above described before F.H. Foster U,S. Com-

-

2--

Register

3--

Notice ton Publication.
Department'of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Feb. 13, 1915
Notice is hereby given

-

New Mexico.

.vLVErtDE
Register.,

PAZ

last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Buechler
and daughter Evelyn of Goodrich N. Dakota were guest at the

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Feb. 26, 1915
is hereby given that
NOTICS
Jasinta B. Deschamps of Bueyeros,
New Mexico, who, on Feb. 11th, .1911
Sec, 31 Twp.202
H. E. 012812 SWJ-SE- J
SWJ-NESection 6
1&2
J
and
and Lots
N.
31E
M. P.
Township 19N, Range
intenof
filed
notice
Meridian,
has
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Brown are
tion to make Five Yerr Proof, to esthe üroud possessors of a splen- tablish
claim to the land above desdid Burro, which they purchased cribed, before
U. S
recently of Miss Pauline Flint.
W H. Willcox.
- Commissioner, ,at his office at Roy
preparare
Brown
Mr. and Mrs.
N. M. on the 14th day of April, 1915.
ing to enteatain their grandchildClaimant names as witnesses: Win.
this
them
to
visit
are
who
Adam Griego
ren,
Margarito Garcia '
P. B. Marez, of Bueyeros, N. M.
spring.
of Albert
Ed Deschamps,
Mexico.
New
a
beef
butchered
Ogden
T. M.
PAZ VAL VERDE
Tuesday and delivered it to the
N
Register.
A. K. Davis Merc. Co. at Roy.
46
4

lat week. They
were enroute to the Exposition
Mr. Buechler spoke very favorable of this country, and its future developement.
Nelson Hive

3--

-3

that Jose V.

Martinez .of Albert N M who on Nov
16, 07&Mar. 5 1913 made HE Serial
no 015429 Add'l 05856 for
SJ-S-

i

NWJ-SW-

SWJ-SE-

wi NEi

i

Twp 2JN Rn? 28E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year propf
to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox U S
Commissioner at Roy n.m'
on the day of 3 . April 1915.
claimant names as witnesses:
Decederio Gallegos
Nasario Baca
Manuel Mascarenas Doroteo Martinez
Roy, N M
.
of Albert N. M.
Paz Valverde,
0
Register.
10

c.

&Sj-NW.se-

2--

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior. .
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.,

Feb.

13,

1915.

is hereby given that Gabriel
Martinez oí DeHaven N.M..who on 3
The following is a list of the va1910, ma le HE. 07194 Ádl.
cant School Sections in the above Serial No, 010795 for
Sec. 11
county on February 1st, 1915, which
Sec 12
Sec, 14
are subject to lease for grazing or Section Í3Twp. 21NRng 29K N. M. P
agricultural purposes.
Meridian has filed notice of intention
In some cases only parts of sections to make three Year Proof, to establish
are vacant. The vacant area will be claim to the land above described, be
furnished upon request.
U. S. Commissioner W. H,"
Blank applications or further infor- Willcox at his office, at Roy, N. M.
mation in regnrd to the rental price on the 3rd day of April 1915.
will be furnished upon request to the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Commissioner of Public Lands Santa
Juan Belarde
Samuel Quintana
Fe, New Mxico.
Decederio
Gallegos
Sec, Twp. Rge. Pedro Gallegos
Sec. Twp. Rge.
32 21N 21E
16 18N
24E
all of De Haven N. M.
36 21N 21E
32 19N
21 K
Paz Valverde,
Noi-ic-

In Mora County

4--

1-- 09

SJ-S- E

Ei-N-

Si-SW-

Ei

EJ-N-

J

fore

missioner at Roy N.M. on the 14th
day of April 1915
witnessesnames a
Claimant
A, H. Mc Glothlin
John Mc Neil
Will Loftin Lucerio Garcia Mosquero

W. Fred Ogden purchased a
team of mares from F. A. Roy

Register

3--

School Sections

NOTICE
Levinus DeSmet, of Taylor was
is hereby given that
who
in town Wednesday.
John W Rea of Mosquero
07058
11
190
May
made
on
for
EE

Kansas

20

e

Adolfo Montoya Reynaldo MonU ya
Ceedon Esquibel Anast- do Esquibel
All of Roy NM,
Paz Valverde,

3.

A.

1915.

8,

Notice is hereby given that Migue
Antonio Montoya of Roy, N. M. who .
on
1910. made HE No. 012005, for
Lots 5&6 Sec 4 and 7&8 Section, 5,
Township 20 N. ' Range 25 East,
n.m.p,. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three-yea- r
Proof
to establish his claim to the land
described, before F H Foster
Ü. S, Commissioner, at hisoliic in Roy,
N. M. on the 27th day of Mar 1915
Claimant names as witnesses,

3-- 27

27

Feb.

;

-

32
32
2
2
16

J9N
19

20N
20N

20N
32 2CN
32
2
2

20N
20N
20N

24E
26E
21E
22E
22E
22R
23k
24 E

27E

2

32
32
32
2
33
2

32
36

21N
21N
21N
21N
22N
22N
23N
23N
23N

22E
22E
23E
24E
"21E

24E
19E
19E
20E

Robert P, Ervien
Grateful Suburbanites.
TowP3 "Do you make your cook
pay for what rbe breaks?" Suburbs
(in anuzenieui) "JJake her pay? I
Why, every month,
should say not
besides paying her salary, we reward
!

her liberally for what she didn't
break!"
A Good Record.

"Harold Percy, dpesn't seem to have
any difficulty in getting engaged." "Of
course not," replied Miss Cayenne.
"All the girls to whom ho has previously been engaged wear such stun
ningr collections of jewelry."

2-- 20

Register.

3--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Feb. 13 1915.
is
hereby
Notice
given that William

Carlisle Bradley of Mosquero ,New
Mexico, who on Dec ,15 1910
012101 & Add'l 014046
made HE.
SEJSec. 9 andSWJ Sec. 10, Twp.
19N, Rng. 28 E
NMP Meridian
has filed notice of ÍLtention
to make final three year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster. U S. Commissioner at his' office at Roy N. M. on
the 3rd day of Apr. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses;
O A Murphy
WR Bradley
of Mosquero N, M.
P Blaka
.
T J Himann of Roy N. M,
Paz Valverde
Register.
10-20--
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Try as you will,, after an application
of Danderine, you cannot find a singlé
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
your scalp will not itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few
weeks' use, when you see new hair,
fine and downy at first yes but really new hair growing all over the
'
scalp.
A little Danderine immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is immediate and amazing your hair will
be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an
appearance of abundance; an incomparable luster, softness and luxuriance, the beauty and shimmer of true
hair health.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine from any store and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment that's
all. Adv.
The War Geography.
Knicker What is an island?
Bocker A body of land entirely surrounded by a war zone.

GAS. DYSPEPSIA

A!

INDIGESTION

'Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour
gassy stomachs
.

minutes

in

'

Five

Time It!

You don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach is bad or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
is too valuable; you mustn't Injure It.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in giving relief; its' harmless-ness- ;
its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures in indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
troubles has made it famous the world
'
over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
your home keep it handy get a large
fifty-cecase from any dealer and
then if anyone should eat something
which doesn't agree with them; if
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes headache, dizziness and nausea; eructations of acid and undigested food
remember as soon as Pape's Diapepsin
comes in contact with the stomach all
such distress vanishes. Its promptness, certainty and ease in overcoming
the worst stomach disorders is a revelation to those who try it. Adv.
nt

5

The charity that begins at home
usually travels in a circle tle family
circle; Deseret News.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle: of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoriai
Recommendations, like advice, are
easy to get and may prove to be of
small value.
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adv.
Cross

But you never have to go halfway in
order to get in bad.
,

EMS

It

SINKS

RAIDER

N.

8P0RT.

SIIIPS TORPEDOED

FREE FROM DANDRUFF
Girls! Beautify Your Hairt Make
Soft, Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
the Moist Cloth.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FIVE

VESSELS AND DAMAGES
THREE OTHERS.

William Martin, lnfielder of the
Boston Nationals, broke his right
ankle while practicing at Macon, Ga.
The stewards of the London Jockey
Club have called a meeting t'o consider
the question of continued horse racing
during the war.
Betting on horse races in Texas was
put off for at least two1 years when
the House killed the
bill
by a vote of 78 to 17.
Miss Madge Frazer, Scottish woman
golf champion, died of fever in Serbia,
according to dispatches received in
London from Nish.
Arthur Smith, an aviator, showing
off before the members of the American Association of Fairs and Expositions at Chicago, ascended in his biplane over the lake front and described thirty-twsamersaults in the
air.
A bill to permit horse racing in
system
Arizona under the
of betting was acted upon favorably
by the lower House of the Legislature
sitting' as a committee 'of the whole.
The bill already has passed the Senate.
vicWillie Ritehie won a clean-cu- t
tory over Freddie Welsh in ten
rounds in Madison Square Garden,
New York, forcing the fight throughout and landing at least two clean
punches to every one the champion
was able to get home.

Roofing that
must lastf
You can't tell by lookinsr
roll
of roofing how long it
at a
will last on the roof, but when
you get the guarantee of a responsible company, you know
that your roofing must give

pari-mutu-

LINERS MENAGE GRAFT
A TRAIN
;

BY

REPORTED
BRITISH

DESTROYED

AIRMEN

DON, NEAR

AT

LILLE.

satisfactory service.

Buy materials that last

Roofing
Oar leadlnsr product Is guaranteed 5 years
for
10 years for
and 15 years for
We also make lower priced roofing-- ,
shingles,
buildingpapers, wall
slate surfaced
r
paints, plastic cement, etc.
boards,
Ask your dealer for products made by as.
They are reasonable in price and we stand
behind them.
out-doo-

o

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
U-2-

London, March 15. The submarine
one of the largest and fastest

of German under-wate- r
craft, has had
a successful three days off the Scilly
Islands and "the English Channel,
where, on Thursday, Friday and Saturday she succeeded in sinking four
British steamers and one French
steamer, and in damaging three others.
The German commander gave the
crews of most of the steamers time
to leave their vessels and in some
cases towed the ships' life boat3 with
the crews to passing steamers, ' by
which they were brought to port.
With a German submarine in the
waters around the Scilly Islands which
the big liners pass on their way
across the Atlantic, there is much uneasiness in shipping circles, and, during the course of the day a report,
which also reached the American
liner New York by wireless, was circulated to the effect that one of them
had been torpedoed.
The British feel that they more
than evenedmatters up for the loss of
these steamers by the victory at
Neuve Chappelle, and fhe defeat of
the Germans in their effort to recover the ground gained by the British regulars and Indians on the preceding days.
British airmen also have been active again and have destroyed a train
at Don, a short distonce from Lille.
The Belgian army continues to gain
a little ground at the bend of the
river Yser and in Champagne, the
and the Visges there has been
fighting of varying importance The
Germans have again bombarded
Ypres, Soissons and Rheims. In the
latter two towns the cathedrals have
suffered further damage.
The French have occupied Ember-menion the railway between Lune-vill- e
and Rixengen, on the border of
,
Lorraine.
News from the' eastern war zone
continues to be scant. The German
and Russian, armies which are concentrating for a big battle around
Przasynsz apparently have not yet
come into touch.
The bombardment of the: Dardá-nelle- s
and Smyrna forts continues on
days when the weather permits.
Reports from Athens say that the
super - dreadnaught Queen Elizabeth
has destroyed, by indirect fire from
the Gulf of Saros, several shore batteries. At the same time a violent
duel Í3 going on between the Turkish
forts and the ships of the allies, and
the Turkish troops have come under
the fire of the warships.
'According to reports from Basle the
Cabinet crisis in Greece was caused
by the refusal of King Constantino to
permit Great Britain and France to
transport 20,000 men through Greece
to join the Serbians against

General Roofing Manufacturing Co.

pari-mutu-

GENERAL.

total of 9,516,482, books were
given out by the New York public
library last year.
Renegade Indians, Utes and Piutes,
fired on a party returning from Bluff,
Utah, which reached Cortez, Colo.
Hiram H. Nickerson, a widely known
former railway president, died at
North Wayne, Maine, after a prolonged illness.
Capt. Aaron B. Hall, for more than
half a century in charge of steamboats
on the Mississippi river and an intimate friend of Mark Twain, died in St.
Louis, aged 89 years.
Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, wife of
the richest man in the world, died
suddenly at the Rockefeller country
home in Pocantico Hills, N. Y. She
years of age and had
was seventy-fivbeen an invalid for a year.
Harry Kendall Thaw, suffering from
rheumatism, went on the stand in New
York and told the complete story of
his escape from the state hospital for
the criminal insane at Matteawan.
Mrs. Ida Shiffen Walters, arraigned
in the Supreme Court in New York,
pleaded not guilty to indictments
charging her with the murder of her
babies, Loretta and John, by poison.
By' the time peace comes to Europe
there will be 2,500,000 widows,
children, and 2,500,000 women forced to marry "inferior men," according to Hamilton Holt, editor of the
Independent. Editor Holt gave the
figures at a peace meeting at the University of Chicago.
Frank Abarno, the young anarchist
arrested in St. Patrick's cathedral in
York ' after detectives had
New
stamped out a fuse of a lighted bomb,
pleaded not guilty to the charge of attempting to explode a bomb. Carmine
Carbone, 18, arrested as the maker of
the missile, entered a similar plea.
Both were held in $25,000 bail for
trial.
.
"The attendance at the noonday
Lenten services in Denver is bigger
than in any other- - Western city in
which I have been. Business men
and women seem to realize the value
of religion in daily life. It is a
leavening influénce which in time will
work toward better relations between
German Prisoners at Havre.
capital and labor." In these words
Havre. Two thousand German pris- the Rev. Irving Johnson of Fairbault,
oners captured by the British arrived Minn , who conducted the noonday
here. They are on their way" to
meetings in Denver, expressed him
A

WorUCi largest manufacturer

and Building Papert

Bortón
CUcaio
New York City
PKtilvft
PUltdelphla
Atlaata Cleveland Detroit
MinntapoEt
KaniaiChy
Cincinnati
Sf. Loob
caaFiandtco Seattle London
Hamonrf Sidrntj

ET2Q
Cllddea Tour Winner

5 Passenger, Gray 6 Oi
nw!e ElantriA I Inrkfc VI
VHIK) hie Vil II lalglll

and Starter, 25 II. P.
88 to 30 miles on 1 gallon
miles on one set of tires.
Stewart Speedometer, one man top, 105 inch
wheel base, 32x3K Inch tires, weight 1,600
pounds. METZ and CARTERO AR Distributors for Colorado, Mew Mexico and Wyoming.

Greatest bill climber;
gasoline.

Ar-gQn-

10,000

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

,

e

of Roofing

:

Denver, Colorado

LIVE AGENTS WANTED,
The pawnbroker acts as timekeeper
for men who fight hard luck.'
3e happy. Use Red Cross Bag Blue;
than liquid blue. Delights

much better
the laundress.

All grocers.

Adv.

'

Why don't you take a day off and
get acquainted with yourself?
Coughs and Colds cannot hold out against
Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops. A single
dose gives relief 5c at all Druggists.

No man is in business for himself
if he is married.

l,

Austro-Hungar-

6,700,-fatherle-

ss

Pure, splendid tobacco
an inspiration in blending. This is what is giving

FATIM A Turkish-blenCigarettes the lead with
d

intelligent smokers.
"Distinctively Individual
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Roy Telephone Company

Come to the
rv r?

rr"

a u

t

I Now connected with Solano and Mosquero
uu
Mills, Abbott, Janeas, nico, iayu

on

on the North

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

for your

fl Groceries,

Hardware and Harness

Do your business by phone and get your answer

T

rm

IVleat-IV- !

at

same

time and save telegraphic delays.

We Pay Highest Market Price
For Produce
mm

the South.
i.bw.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.

Ff

arkei
and Bakery

Loc&l

Local Busine
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Resid.ce

$1.50 'per mo.
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Notice For Publication

Notice for Publication

Department of the Interior,
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, iv.iu.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
March. 8 1915. Notice is
Mar 12, 1915,
hereby given that Sam Fessler
Notice is hereby given tbat nenry
'
who, on
Mills N.M.
C. Allen of Boy N M. who on Jan. of
for Mar. 9 1908; Feb. 19, 1910, made HE
11 made HE. Serial No. 010197
Serial 0G529 & 010517 for SEJ- - and
NE1 and NW1
Sec 13, Twp 21 North Range 25E
of Sec. 13Tvvp 21 N Rg 26 E. N.M.P. NEJ
Meridian, has filed notice
Meridian, has iiled notice of inten- N. M. P.
of intention to make final three year
tion to make three Year Jtrooi,
to establish claim to the land
establish claim to the land above proof, described, before F. HyFoster
rfpsirihed. before F. H. FoterU. S. above
a.t Roy,
Commissioner, at N. M. on the .na U.S. Commissioner
day of April.
20th
New Mexico on the
Apr 1915.
of
day
Telephone 123
915.
Claimant names as witnesses, .
Claimant names as witnesses,
Koy Bearü
.
John Beard
Frank Wahrhausen
W. A. De Force Clarke R Rush
Lee Davis
A P Pulis
George Cochrane
de
Solano
of
Roy N. M.
Johnson,
Hollie
of
all
Mrs Kate Dunbar lias located ivered a lot of white corn to Roy
All of Mills, NM.
. I
Paz Valverde,
Cattle
the
through
horse
her loit
Register,
Paz Valverde,
merchants Monday. It was so
Sanitary Board. It is the brown
Register.
some pea pie accused
fine
NOTICE ICR" PUBLICATION.
mare formerly owneb by Penny him of having imported it from Department
of the Interior,
Wanp and she was in P'loersheims
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
K.
and
I).'
Choate
Missouri
U. S. Land Ollice t Clayton, N. M.
Ocate.
pasture over near
Notice is hereby Department of the Interior,
Mr. Westphal were with him'
Mar. 8, 1915.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, IN. M.
given that Marcelino Esquibel
Mar 8th , 1915.
N M who on Mar. 21 '11
of Roy
Also a Car of Cement
Car Load of Potatoes
SWi-SE- J
Sec
given that, John M.
hereby
012989
for
is
Notice
made HE No.
7 Chambers
N.M. who on 9
At Goodman Mercantile Co. just received at Goodman. 22 NEl-NRoy
Ni-Nof
014558,
for
b
No.
NWJ-SW- i
Section
2 made HE Serial
WJ-Nzon,
JN.
M.
ling
NWJ : Sac. 9 Twp. 20N
wp. 18 N. Range 26 E,
a
filed
as
Raton
of
askes
Bill
King
in
has
Meridian,
oi
notice
Eudora
M
of
hied
N
P.
Gabriel
E.
has
Meridian,,
E.
Year
who is visiting Charlie Leon- - special favor that we publish the tention to make three YearFroor, to notice of intention to make three
land
the
to
above
land
claim
the
Proof to establish
hiirtl is locating a few claims fact that he attended Christian AstaWish claim to
F
H.Foster
Commissioner
mñhpd. hftfore U. S.
above described, before
northof town with a view lobuy Endeavor md Church in Roy
H. Fostr r at Roy N. M. on the U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N, M.
His idea is 20th da v of ' April. 1915.
ing them and making his home Sunday evening.
on the 21st day of April, 1915,
pa
will
the
read
Mrs
wel
will
a
that
Kins
He
be
here in future.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses:
:n
relieve
will
ton
K
and
it
na
agricultural
to
our
addition
come
John Shamblin
naui,t ttsnuibel Rosendo
John Schneider
him.
Laumbach
Andrada P J
Frank Seidel
her worry about
G R Abernathy
enterprises.
JLJw VJwix"
M.
N.
Roy
of
All
all .of Roy N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Register
o
Register;
n

Fresh and Cured Meats,
Fresh Bread, every day

Woodward &

ones

.

(
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Dr. S. Locke,

D,

D.S.
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Notice For Publication

N0TJ0E FOR PUBLICATION.

of the Interior,
XT Hi
Land office nt cay ton, in. iu.
Mar. 8, liuo.
that Harry R
given
Notice is hereby
wno, on
Rov.
a ' N. M.
uuun oi
made
April 19, 1911
HESerial No, üiaibü ior
Sec.20 Twp.
and SW-NSEi-NVhas
Meridian
N.M.P.
E.
20N Range 2
final
make
to
filed notice of intention
claim to
three year proof, to establish
F.H.
the land above described before
at,
Foster' U. S. Commissioner,
day
his office at Roy,N. M. on the 2lst
of Apr. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Simon Benfer
Joe Vigil
Evertt Jones
George Miller
All of Roy. N, M.
Paz Valverde,
'

rwnrtn!nt
1

.

.

.

.

U S.

VV
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Willbe in ROY

5 to 10
i Aera
to do your Dental work.
lu

Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

EÍ
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Resister-

-

Department

of

the Interior.

U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan, 13, 1915 Notice U heredy given

that Henry Clay Bentley of

Mills,

and
N.M. who, on
made Homestead entry No, 07397 and
Addl' 011622 for SEJ and SWJ
Sec. 5. Twp. 21 N Rng. 26E. N.M.P.
Meridian has
filed notice of Intention to make
three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
US Com'r at
F H Foster
Roy. N M on the 3b
1915.
day of Apr
Claimant names as witnesses.
M. S. Berentz
G. W. Hewlett
J. E. La Rue
Cochrane
Geo.
' all of Mills New Mexico,
Paz Valverde
09

2--

--

20

Register.
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ng done by the American dental clinlo.
Most of these cases were for reopera-

IKE

ECONOMY

IN

BOILED

BEEF

tion, of course.
Many and Variable Ways by Which
In addition to the more serious sur
the Meat May Be Used to the
gical work which the American den
Best Advantage.
are carrying on a large amount of
FRENCH ARMY FIT FOR SERVICE tists
extremely important minor work in the
Since soup bones now cost twenty
way of repairs to bad teeth is being cents
where they used to cost five
accomplished. Soldiers who cannot eat cents, it is more economical of time
cannot fight and it takes 'better than and fuel to buy a good boiling piece
Remarkable Operations Performed on Wounded Soldiers Arouse ordinary teeth to chew army food. The of beef than the shank. Of the sev
number of men who have been sent eral cuts that nearest the shank-nam- ely,
Interest in New Aspect of War Surgery Piece of Rib Subback from the trenches because they
the heel of the round is a
have broken off their rotted teeth by good one to get. Every scrap of tho
stituted for Jawbone Armies of the World Slow to Recbiting on hard biscuits and have then meat is usable either when hot or
ognize Importance of Work Done by Tooth Doctors.
fallen ill' from Indigestion of food when warmed up in sauces, a nice
swallowed whole is very large. There curry sauce perhaps, or one made
are also in the regular military hos by cooking a number of vegetables in
reported,
those
interphotographs,
than
professional
in
Paris. A capital
pitals of Paris and the provincial cities the same stock. The stock or bouil- railway
department
from
bad
as
accidents
these
est attaches to the dental
Neullly.
hundreds of men who have simply lost on Is not only used for soup but for
were
worse
injuries
latter
than
face
at
ambulance
of the American
Perhaps never before, certainly never of ordinary life. The most striking if their false teeth in the trenches. The vegetable dishes nowadays; even bouil- since dental science took on the char- not the most interesting cases were state of dental culture in France is so on potatoes are popular that is, po
acter of "surgery of the face," has those in which all or most of the lower low until 1894 any person whatsoever tatoes boiled in bouillon.
there been such an opportunity for jaw had been shot away. The basis could hang out his dentist's sign-t- hat
Buy two pounds and a half wf the
the ordinary recruit has teeth heel of the round of beef. This will
dentists. The number and variety of of repairing such mouths was the sub
injuries to the lower part of the face stitution of a piece of rib for the miss which an American dentist would say make three quarts of medium strong
which have been presented by the ing jawbone. Teeth were placed upon offhand made him useless for long soup stock or bouillon. The cooked
wounded from the battlefields along the new Jaw and in the course of a few campaigning.
meat itself is what the French call
The English soldiers, too, have very bouilli." The brisket is a favorite
the Marne and Aisne has never been weeks the patient could speak and eat
surpassed in even the most remarkable normally. There were some curious bad teeth. The consequence is that piece for this boiling with them.
railway accidents, those other feasts cases in which the tongue had been toothache is common in the English Wash the meat quickly, and if it is to
shot off in the middle. An English trenches, even among officers, strange be sliced when cold tie it up compactof dentists.
boy who had gone to the hospital in as that may seem. One English gen ly. Cover with the amount of cold
ingenu
It is due again to American
that
condition spoke quite clearly out eral even had to have a dentist visit water necessary. Three quarts may
dental
ity and independence that the
mouth after only a him under fire to pull a tooth.
aspect of war surgery has been given of his made-ove- r
be used for a medium stock, but three
Important as Good Feet.
any chance. First of all Americans few weeks of care.
pints will make a very strong stock
The point which the American den for gravies. Bring slowly to a boil
There were many cases, too, where
are the best dentists, as they were the
first practical ones. In this branch of bullets had entered at the top of the tists emphasize is that dental work is and add enough salt to bring the scum
medicine Europe still goes to school to Jaw on one side of the face, clipped so rapidly done that it would be pos to the surface quickly. For three
America, Then, too, the American am- off from twelve to sixteen teeth flatly sible to have every man properly quarts of liquid an even tablespoonful
bulance was founded under such con- down along the jaws, and blown the equipped with a chewing apparatus in of salt will not be too much. This
ditions of freedom from bureaucratic whole business teeth, pieces of Jaw time of peace and that eating is such may be simmered over the simmering
control that it was possible for the bone and shreds of tissue out through an important part of a soldier's ac burner, or heat one stone of a fireless
t,
'eminent head surgeon, Doctor Du
a hole which took up practically all of tivity that it is as foolish to send him cooker to the point where the already
a
and
'son
the opposite flat side of the lower face out to battle with bad teeth as it would boiling meat will continue to boil
a
himself a
of dentist
brother of one, to turn over to a spe- After a very short time such cases are be to drill men with impossibly crip when set on it; put in a cooker, set
cial department all jaw cases without completely cured, so that the patient pled feet with the idea of making ex covered vessel containing the meat on
stirring up rivalries between grades of may have a far better mouth than he cellent marchers out of them. In it, and leave on for five or six hours.
surgeons and physicians and dentists had when he went to the hospital. The order to raise the dental standard in
with different kinds and colors of surgeons work in
with the armies, of course, it will be necessary SERVE APPLES IN THIS WAY
stripes on their sleeves.
dentists, so that any complications in to grant medical rank to dental practi
In the French hospitals dental oper- the way of abscesses in the various tioners, who consider themselves as What Is Known as Fire Balls May Be
ating has not been nearly so success- facial glands are properly attended to medical men who have taken up the
New to Some of the Younger
legitimate medical specialty of the
ful, not only because the French den- medically.
Housewives.
tist is not mechanically and medically
A difficulty!, of the various Jaw frac teeth and mouth.
may
so competent as his American con- tures under treatment was that the
Thus it is hoped that the war
Select bright red apples, cut off the
frere, but even more pronouncedly be- bones in question were not merely have the incidental good effect of ad tops
and with a penknife remove the
cause the dentist's military grade is broken into ten or a dozen separated vertising the tremendous social value
meat,
leaving only sufficient wall to
necessarily lower than the physician's morsels a thing which dentists know of the American dental standard and
hold
apple
in shape. Make a filling
or surgeon's.
well how to deal with but were rather introducing into armies some sort of
following:
of
the
pulverized into a perfectly unrecogniz systematic treatment of this important
Dentists In U. S. Army.
To six apples allow about twelve
In the English army, too, there are able mass of utterly smashed up mat matter.
tablespoonfuls of very dry cooked
no places regularly reserved for den- ter. Teeth were blown down into ob
cracker
tablespoonfuls
rice, six
tists. In fact the American is the only scure corners at the bottom of the WILLS ALL TO
six tablespoonfuls chopped
crumbs,
army for which dentists are regularly mouth, from which position they could
apples, six tablespoonfuls sugar, six
engaged just as surgeons are, and in be extracted only with great difficulty Divorced Spouse Cruising With Sec tablespoonfuls seeded raisins, six ta
the American army the grade of the on account of the danger of bleeding,
ond Wife, Is Made Beneficiary of
blespoonfuls chopped almonds.
photographs gave no assistance
t
lieutenant, from
dentist, that
First Wife's Will.
Whip one egg thoroughly, place in
which he cannot rise, is far from satis- to the operators in these cases because
cup and fill the cup with milk; stir
a
there were literally no solid pieces left
factory to the profession In general.
Altoona, Pa. The will of Mrs. Lillie well and place in a double boiler, addn
The result of this particularly bad for putting together.
church and ing
f
Tucker, a
teaspoonful butter, grated
The patients appeared to suffer ex tfitnnerance work, .filed at the Blair
foresight on the part of the French
lemon and
and juice of one-harind
military bureaucrats is that no pro- tremely little pain during the course of county courthouse here, gives to her a dash of nutmeg. Cook until it thickvision can be made for the curing of the fixing of all sorts of complicated divorced husband, George Tucker, a ens, cool, then mix it into the filling,
injuries to the jaw, because it is out wire apparatus in their wretched New York manufacturer, who got his being careful not to get it too soft.
of the question for surgeons to attempt mouths because the pressures and decree in Reno, an estate worth about Mold lightly with the fingers and fill
to do dental work. At .the American forces employed were applied so very $15.000.
the apples, sprinkle with sugar, add a
ambulance now the dental department gradually. There were several men
When asked after her husband ob cupful of water and bake in a moder
is receiving many cases for reopera- present for dressing who had been un tained his divorce to change her will, ate oven. Serve with whipped cream
tion from eminently competent sur- der ether on the operating table two Mrs. Tucker said:
or custard sauce. Exchange.
geons.
hours before while a surgeon placed
s
"Mv husband was never unkind to
morsels of their ribs where their own me. He is still my husband, for no
The case of a man whose jaw,
Jelly Whip.
shot away, was sewn and pieced lower jaws had once been; these fel nourt can annul our vows.
one package of gelatin In
Disáolve
together so that it was all out of line lows were smoking cigarettes and
mv
Tnirer la now crulslns: In a cupful of cold water. Add to that
and whose lips, ripped to pieces by the whistling a little and trying out a bit Southern waters with his second wife two cupfuls of sugar and one quart of
ball which destroyed his mouth and of conversation just to see how 'the
boiling water. Divide the mixture
left only fragments hanging about his new halves of their mouths worked
Fire Caused by Cold.
into three parts, in one of which
neck, were so sewed up that his beard Apart from the line of stitches up ani
Winona, Minn. A fire of unusual place marshmallows and white grapes,
was growing away prosperously inside down the center of their chins the
ana to the extremely cold, dry in the second one put pineapple and
his mouth and tickling the roof of it, faces looked quite normal.
weather occurred recently at a clean- oranges and in the third nuts. Fill
naa
leaving the patient unable to speak
From Many Hospitals.
dress
tnai
A
silk
in r niant here.
individual glasses with different mixOpnnfid bv gasoline was removed
and scarcely able to eat, was only one
It Is . extráordinary what a large
tures and serve them with whipped
of dozens. In six weeks the American number of such difficult cases one den from a basket, where it had been cream. Decorate with preserved cherdentist treating this man had the jaw tist can attend to between nine and placed, and this movement or the silk ries, candied orange peel and nuts.
and lips back again in normal position eleven in the morning. A very few min generated an electric spark that fired
and a monstrous face is turned into utes suffice for each case because the the gasoline vapor left after the cleanExcellent Nut Bread.
one which only a dentist could ever curing effected by the apparatus with ing. Several nearby garments were
of white flour (sifted),
cupfuls
Two
tell had been injured.
in the mouth is so gradual a process burned before the flames were put out two cupfuls of graham or entire
It would be folly for anyone but Six operators had perhaps sixty or sev
wheat flour (sifted if one chooses),
a dentist to attempt to describe in enty cases in their chairs during the
Hiccouahed for Two Weeks.
cup of New Orleans molasses,
f
their technical aspect the peculiar short time that the correspondent was
rorvdon. Ind. Walter P. Davis of little salt, two cupfuls of milk or wa
character of the problems presented permitted to remain in the clinic. The this city, age about seventy, is recov
one cupful of walnut meats (cut
for solution in the dental clinic of the majority of the cases so far have come ering from an attack of hiccoughs that ter, fine), one teaspoonful of soda disup
American ambulance.
from the wounded taken directly to the la st fid two weeks. During that time solved in milk, about two tablespoon- "
Rib In Place of Jawbone.
hospital from the front, but during the Mr. Davis had spasms of hiccoughs
i
MA Vintfif.
Tt
rw raleo
uMV 9rt
WUUt
LUIS 111 LOU
Roughly speaking, the injuries which last few weeks many cases have been incessantly and suffered Intensely. He
one
in modhour
about
Bake
minutes.
the writer actually saw one morning received from other hospitals whose neither ate nor slept during the time erate oven.
In the clinic were about as much worse surgeons have heard of the work be- of his illness
Bou-che-
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THE SPANISH AMfttflUAr.

Junior Endeavor

All Drygoods, Clothing,
Shoes, Hats Marked down
Reduction Sale to make
room for our
New Spring
Junior Christian Endeavor
Program for Sunday March 21. Stock. Call and get Prices.
Goodman Meriantile Co.
Topic: What a Traveler sees in

The Roy Cafe

Program

China.
Song; "Onward Christian
diers", No, 187

Sol-

R. W. Magill,.of Mills orders

the

sent tohis brotner Pat

S--

Magill at Blanket Texas for a
Prayer:
year in the.1 hope that it may inBible lesson, Ps. G5:8.
Talk: The ends of the earth fluence him to think of his friends
here.
Isa. 52;10
shall see.
Charles Henson
Spring wheat is in demand for
Talk; They that walked in dark- sowing this spring. It is difficult to supply the demand for
ness. Isa. 9: 2

Ruth Harper

Notice For Publication
v

Emilia Romero Proprietors

Good Meals. 25 cts
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clajton, N.M We feed you well and treat you right
Next to the Bank, Roy,N. M.
Feb 23 1915.
Notice is hereby given that John T
Nicely Furnished Sleeping
Cummins, of Solano N. M. who, on
4
1908,
made HE Serial No. Rooms in Connection.
01976 Add'l 09932 for NJSE; NJ-SSi-SSec 35, Twp
lSNRntr 2(5 E. N.M. P. Meridian ha
filed notice of intehtion to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before D, S. Modern
Equipmeut,
Durrin U. S. Commissioner, at his
Coil in N. M
Largest
office at Sclano N. M. on the 8th
Graduate Nurses.
day of Apr. 1315
5--

12-9--

Sj-S-

E

Tucumcari Hospital
X-Ra-

y

spring wheat.
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
Claimant names as witnesses:
"Every
bow."
Talk;
knee shall
:
:
N. M
Luther P Raines TUCUMCARI,
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
John Beckman
Isa. 45:22 23.
Nieves Madrid
Florence Davis
Headquarters for postcards. Donald P Upton
All
of
Solano, N, M.
Song: Bring Them In.
162 Easter cards now on sale.
The good tidings
Paz Valverde,
Talk:
'
THE NEW
Roister
Mr. Berentz was down from
Isa. 52:7
home-grow- n

,

2--

Clifton Downing
Mission study III page 8G.
Song: Rescue the Perishing 123
Sentence Prayer:
Led by Juanita Harper
Leader, Mary Süickert.

3--

BARBER SHOP

Mills Monday and took home a
load of supplies for the store.
Notice of Contest.
He tellsus they an't get lumber
fast enough to supply the demands of building in order to
Department of the Interior,
keep their customers supplied.

New Bath Rooms and up to
date Fixtures.

c

TJ.

S. Land Office

at Clayton, N.

M.

A modern Barber Shop.

C 5513
Mar 1 1915.
Bath Room Especially fitted for
To Pedro Gonzales of Roy N, M,
Contestee:
Ladies, Shampoo and Hair dressiug.
You are hereby notified that
Alfred L Newman who gives Solano
. New Mexico, a9his postoffite address,
file in
did on Jan. 26th 1915
office
duly
his
corroborated ap- We
this
Elegantplication to contest and secure the
cancellation of your homestead, Entry
Serial No. 017928 made May 27tb 1914
for the S Wl Section 13, Township 19
North Range 26 E a s t , N. M. P.
Meridian, and as grounds for his
contest he alleges that said Pedro
Gonzales has abandoned said land and
has since that time failed to reside on
or cultivate any part of said land,
and has never built a loue theroon.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said' allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
Roy, N. M.
canceled thereunder without further
right to be heard therein, either beG R. Burgedorff, Prop,
fore this office or on appeal, if you
New Management Newly Fur
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication nished and Equippeed,
of this notice, as shown below, your
Special accommodations for
answer, under oath, specifically meet- Transients.
ing and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office due proof
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail.
service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the person
by whom the delivery was made stating when and where the copy was delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
.

HEARTS & ft1ASICS
A MASTERPIECE OF MERRIMENT
By HAROLD MACGRATH

BEDS
have Four

ly Furnished Beds for
Trancient Customers.

Weatherill &
Jenkins, Prop's

Here, Indeed, Js a
tory that is as spirited and swiit
in action as anything well could be.
It is lit'htrtKi-TaMie- d
forward
with a sWing and go thai sail the
reader at the start and never release
Dim. -- NashvilU America

,

1 fdWective

tory a mystery, a rob- bsry, an unmasking and all, but.
yfct with
uncon-I
.
.;
.J.
i
C.. ..Keeps!
j. lvjrciuiuiii,
wuty aiaioguetnat
me miiya on the alert continually.
Journal.

rV)MM

Commercial

Hotel

this!
When HasoTd MactirathV-otmost exhilarating story, ht was in(
bis gayast mooa ana tun i 01 iuej
e

rest

of Hie.

' The ialogus are crisnand witty

A peculiarly ingenious story, done
with al light and cheer fa touch
that keVps the reader ui amused
' suspense until the lasx page.'
,

nil twp atorv U told with a dash
and vim which makesit highly
interesting.
ruiseurm j mu. ,

1

Ntv

YrHerali

Autombile Livery
in Connection.

For frewfearorhwice served Sot
in a.piajiant sauce oi modernity,
taste thlatest concoction in literary
culinaries served by thát eleventh
hour rtfodern, Harold MatGrath, in

T

Htearts and
Ytrk TtJegran.

his

Ma:sl

"NttuS

I-t-

" Talte

Harold MabGrath's story
'Hearts dad Masks' with a grain
'of salt lind simply enjojr it there
is no necessity of believing it,
nobodyl wants, you tor
Phila4tli
iiia 1 Ue graph

And Still
Another

At every

age the adventuVe turns
Id teems
with breathless excitement I sparkling dialogue, facinating, Uttering
atmosphere.

an unexpected corner.

Hearts and Mask
title Suggests another

very
those
bfithely irresponsible romances of
Mr. Harold MacGrath. Of course,1
it nevecould have happened, but
it is deftghtf uUmalbel ieve just!
York Ghtx..
the same.-jVV- w
sY-t- he

of

ps,
MaVy

A meat's wild advefif
told in the domedy vein, Ir.
Grath'slstory is well invented, and
be tells
r
fs-sTying it
dents and fmihaiteiitionó detail.)'
tTzJ?1" York, Evtning Mailfj

G.M.Co.

I

.

;

Carload Brilliant
Lump CoaK $5.00
a ton.

1

1

letter.

You should state in your answer
the name of the postoffice to which
you dsire future notices to be sent to
you.
Attorney at Law,
Register.
U, S, Commissioner,
Valverde,
Paz
1915
13
Mar
Date of 1st publication,
New Mex.

D

This story will appear serially In this paper,
and you will like it. Watch for the opening chapters
of this remarkable mystery of the ten of hearts.
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4th
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20,

27
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.S. Durrin,
Solano,
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